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News coverage of
political campaigns a
factor in success

Jordan flower BGNews
SHOWING OFF: Freshman Kyle Welsh takes the stage in round two in one of the more revealing outfits at the fourth annual "Mr. Alpha Phi" competition held in the
Union Multi-purpose room. Nearly 15 different fraternities and sororities helped out at the event last night. All of the clothing worn is purchased at Goodwill.

Forum discusses impact Volunteers keep
of race on Katrina relief SAAFE program
Questions raised
about hurricane
disaster at luncheon
By Brian Pauline

REPORTER
Was race an Issue in the government's response to the Hurricane
Katrina disaster? Would the
response have been faster and
more efficient if a wealthy, predominately white coastal town
had been hit?
These and other questions were brought up during
the Brown Bag Lunch Series
hosted by the Women Studies
Department yesterday.

The luncheon titled "Katrina
and Race, Bowling Green
Conversations," gave students
an opportunity to separate
fans from fiction and ask questions regarding if and how race
played a part in the relief efforts.
According to Marshall Rose,
from the Office of Equity and
Diversity, whofacilitatedtheconversation, the evacuees would
have had a better response if
they were considered refugees.
"Official refugees get a lot
of privileges under our structure and the way we respond
to them. We give them jobs, we
make sure they have a certain
level of subsistence," Rose said.

or currencies
Famous inventors, scientists,
philosophers and their stories
are displayed throughout the
world on new and old currencies. Great minds such as Isaac
Newton and Albert Einstein
and images of their discoveries
that changed the way people
live are examples from money
around the globe.
The stories behind the images on these currencies are being
presented in the show "Worlds
in Your Wallet-how the world's
money tells the story of sci-

ence," now through April 21 at
the University planetarium.
Throughout the show, the
audience will learn about die
people and the stories behind
the discovery of electricity,
the atom and calculus among
other things, that are found
on old bank notes around the
world. The stories sometimes
intertwine and link countries
through science and history.
The creator of the presentation, Dale Smith, goes beyond
the borders of astronomy and
SHOW, PAGE 2

CHENEY ADMITS AT FAULT:
Vice President takes the blame on
hunting accident, calling it "one of
the worst days of my life". Cheney
said he had a beer at lunch the
same day of shooting; PAGE 6

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

By Addie Curtis
REPORTER

"There is all kinds of evidence
that show today that we seem
to be losing our energy and our
drive to respond to the victims
of the hurricane."
As hotel vouchers for victims are close to expiring, the
question has been raised of
where they are going to stay
and whether they will have the
time and resources to rebuild
their homes.
According to Rose, die government's response has been
meager at best. He cited that
only 151 words were devoted
to the Katrina topic during

Due to the loss of the victim's
advocate, volunteers have
come together to bring a program to campus to help victims
of sexual assault and domestic
violence.
Now located in the Psychology
Building, the Sexual Assault
Awareness for Empowerment
program has seen a good
response in just the first four
weeks it has been open on campus, according to Mary Krueger.
director of the Women's Center.
Services available through
the SAAFE program include crisis intervention, emotional sup-

KATRINA, PAGE 2

SAAFE,PAGE 2

FORUM, PAGE 2

Show proves to be controversial
"Giants Have Us in
Their Books," opening
show tonight
By Kristen Vasas
R[P0R)ER

Tonight marks the opening show
of the production "Giants I lave
Us in Their Books," a fairy tale
play that delves into human vices
and virtues.
The play is made up of six adult
fairy tales about the audience.
The stories arc told by giants —
and are considered controversial
by some.
Written by playwright Ios£
Rivera, the fantasy is being
produced by the University
Department of Theater and Film.
Sara Chambers, director of
dte play describes the production as "a series of parables for
adults centered around universal themes, all with roots in the
fairy-tale place where anything
can happen."
Chambers was in charge of
casting the actors and actresses, consulting with designers
and making all the decisions for

the show.
"I've never directed anything
quite like this before," she said.
"It's a fairly strange production
and quite thought provoking I
really hope that the show makes
an impact on the audience and
gets them thinking because we've
all worked very hard on this fairytale production."
Even though the play is
described as a fairy-tale, it contains adult language and situations according to the actors.
There are a variety of characters
within the six different one act
plays. Nine actors and actresses
take part in making the production come to life.
"Have an open mind if you
come see this production," said
David Fryling, sophomore. "1
think it's a good experience from
an actor's point of view. It touches
on a lot of issues in a magical way.
I just think that initially people
won't know how to take it."
Fryling plays three different
roles in the production, including
the "winged-man" and "Beto."
GIANTS, PAGE 2
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port, medical and legal advocacy, safety planning, information
and referrals.
Dryw Dworsky, interim
director of the Psychological
Services Center said the SUIT
advocates contacted his office
looking for housing for the
program.
"We felt tliis program was
so important that we invited
them into the building and they
arc now located a couple doors
down from the Counseling
Center," Dworsky said.
The SAAFE Program has been
serving Wood County since

By Megan Schmidt
REPORTER
American consumers are in trouble — not because of the food
they eat or the cars they buy, but
because of the media they read
and watch.
About 20 people gathered
at Maumee Valley UnitarianUniversalist Church last night
for this month's Wood County
Public Forum to discuss the
role of media in democracy,
sponsored by Democracy for
Northwest Ohio.
Stephanie Studebaker, 3rd
district candidate for Ohio
Congress! led the discussion,
uhuh began with a short presentation and then broke into
a question and answer session
with the audience.
Studebaker served as communications director for the
Ohio Howard Dean campaign
in 2004 and said that her interest in media bias developed
through experiencing difficulty with fickle press during that
campaign.
"For every event we did,
whether Howard was there or
not, it was like pulling teeth to
get the media there," Studebaker
said. "It was like we had to do
somersaults and flips to get
them excited about anything.
To me, it spoke volumes about
media bias."
Studebaker said that in the
early stages of Dean's campaign, the press were hesitant
to spend time reporting on a
candidate most people knew so
little about.
"The first conversation I'd
have with a reporter would a lot
of times include the question,
'Can you refresh my memory
on who Howard Dean is?"' she
said.
Thismentalityfrom the media
can be a problem for candidates
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WATERING: Sarah Erchenbrecher as Lulu, the plant, and David Fryling
as Beto, work over one of their scenes during a rehersal.
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Mother accused in
death of her baby

Media groups spend millions in lobbying
FORUM. FROM PAGE 1
like li'ffcry Bretz, who is running
tin the (ihio's 5th Congressional
district this November. Bretz
said he relies on the media to
help him convey his ideas
to people he can't speak to

personally.
"I go d<x>r-to-door and I drop
literature under doors and talk
lo people," he said. "But I can't
reach everybody that way. The
media plays a big role in people
deciding, 'Hey. I like this guy.'"
By failing to give candidates
adequate coverage. Studebaker
said Americans end up missing
out even more than the lesserknown politicians do.
Eady in her presentation,
Studebaker asked the audience
what they thought was the purpose of the media in the United
States.
When an audience member
responded, "selling advertisements." Studebaker quickly
agreed.
"Unfortunately for me, I
always thought the media was
the watchdog of society, meant
to inform the public and then
allow (hem to make decisions,"
shesald "But now that big media

BGSU theater
performance
opens tonight
GIANTS. FROM PAGE 1
lindsey Dcnham, sophomore,
plays two different characters,
and said she practiced often.
Denham said that she is hoping
for a variety of reactions from the

audience.
I his is something that the
BCSIJ Theater has never done
before," she said. "There are a
lot of good messages within the
scenes..but the audience has to
be Involved in the play to really
catch and understand diem."
The play is "extremely controversial," said Amanda Clements,
sophomore.
"It's a lot to take in and I hope
the audience is disturbed by
some of the scenes and made
to feel uncomfortable." she said.
"(irowth and knowledge can only
emerge once a person is pushed
out of their comfort zone."
dements portrays the characiiis "No Name" and "Tape" in
two parts of the production.
Although all the pre-opening night work is done by the
director, once the production is
under way, the stage manager
takes over.
Caitlin Staff senior, and the
stage manager of "Giants Have
Us in Their Books" is in charge
of making sure the production is
prepared for opening night.
"I make sure that costumes
arc- ready and that actors and
actresses are where they need to
lie," she said. "But after opening
night, it becomes more of my
show I work with the lighting
and make sure dial everything
runs smoothly."
Skaff, who has watched the
play every night for the last
five weeks, hopes the audience
will take something away from
the show.
"It's a different kind of production." she said. "It contrasts all
the shows we've done this sea- J
son. and I hope that it will make
the audience feel and think and
absorb the message that we are
trying to get across."
Editor's Note: Tlie play "Giants
Ham Us in Their Books" ivill be
showing at 8 p.m. February 16,
17and IH and at 2 p.m. February
lH and 19 in die Em Maria Saint
theater. Tickets are S10 and can
lie purcluised liy calling or i 'isiling
the liox office located in the Em
Maria Saint Theater.

controls everything we read, see
and hear, it's not about that. It's
all about profit."
But like it or noi. big media
— defined by Studebaker as the
five media giants that control
the majority of cable television,
publishing, radio and Internet in
the U.S. — have a firm grasp on
influencing what information
the average American receives.
According to Studebaker. the
average American teen spends
more hours watching television in a year than they spend
in school and in that time sees
more than 40,(MK)commercials.
Lee McLaird, coordinator of
the Wood County Public Forum,
said that with multinational
corporations owning such large
portions of the media, certain
questions must be pondered.
"We must ask ourselves, does
this effect the quality of our
news? And how do corporate
interests affect our coverage?"
she said.
But Studebaker realizes that
with media conglomerates
spending millions lobbying to
the Federal Communications
Commission every year to keep
their own interests safe, these
are questions that will linger.

Because of this, she said consumers must becomemore savvy
— and more vocal—about what
the media can and cannot do.
"Do you know who owns our
public airwaves?" Studebaker
asked the audience. "We do."
Studebaker said that radio
and television stations won't listen to demands of the public
until people actually begin to
make them.
"If you see something you don't
like, you should write a letter to
the editor and tell them about the
bad coverage." she said.
But supporting non-commercial media outlets, pushing
Congress to increase funding for
public broadcasting and getting
radio licenses issued to individuals not looking to profit can also
create more diverse coverage.
Every eight years. TV and
radio stations must renew their
licenses to continue broadcasting.
According to Studebaker. this is
when consumers who are unhappy with coverage should voice
tlieir complaints.
"Let the FCC know about it and
affect change." she said. "I don't
know how many people it takes,
but it will at least let them know
that we're not all asleep."

4I9-3S2-5620

McKINNl!Y,Texas—Thechurch
pastor of a woman accused
of cutting off the arms of her
10-month-old daughter told
jurors yesterday that mental illness is actually demon possession and cannot be cured with
medication.
Dena Schlosser, 37, has
pleaded npt guilty by reason of
insanity in the November 2004
deadi of her baby, Margaret.
She was not taking her anti-psy-

SAAFE, FROM PAGE 1
1989, but dlis is the first time it
is being offered on campus for
students.
The program is staffed by volunteer SAAFKadvocates from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. Mondays through
Thursdays, and is a collaboration between the Psychological
Services Outer and Behavioral
Connections' SAAFb Program.
All advocates in the SAAFE
program go through 40 hours of
training over a 10 week period,
and they are also trained to help
with a rape kit because sometimes it is necessary to go to the
hospital with the victims.
Advocates will go with victims
to hospitals, police stations and
even to trial if emotional suppon
is needed.
"(iips are a little rough around
die edges so we go in there and
provide die support we feel
the victims need," said Chelsea
Lambdin, a SAAFE advocate,
who has been involved with the
program for three years.

Prior to October 2005, BGSU
had an on-campus program, The
Transformation Project, which
provided a full-time victim's
advocate in the Women's Center.
This program was headed by
Krueger and was ongoing for
more than four years.
"Due to the elimination of the
external funding, the University
chose to discontinue their funding as well," Krueger said.
This is when the volunteers
stepped in because they felt
then- was a real need for these
services.
I .imlxlin was among a group
of students that did fundraising
to try to keep the victim's advocate on campus However, they
were only able to keep her until
September 2005.
This group of students also
researched whether it was necessary for tlie University to stop
fundingwhendieTransforniation
iTojcct lost its grant funding
I believe that the University
could creatively find ways to
pay for die victim's advocate,"

chotic medication at the time of
the slaying.
"I do not believe that any
mental illness exists other than
demons, and no medication
can straighten it out, other than
the power of God," said Doyle
Davidson, the 7J-year-old minister of the Water of Life Church,
which the Schlosser family
attended several times a week.
Dena Schlosser's attorneys
have faulted her husband and
the church's beliefs for discouraging medical treatment.

Money tells a story
SHOW, FROM PAGE 1

physics by touching on many
different sciences and even philosophy, varying the center of
interest throughout die show.
Currency from around the
world tells the stories of the discoveries and inventions from
famous scientists and philosophers. For example, Charles
Darwin, shown on a 10-pound
piece with a finch in die upper
left comer, tells the story of how
he discovered the theory of survival of the fittest, partially by
studying the birds.
Smith, who is also a professor
of physics and astronomy, said
"in the everyday fabric of our
lives, we can see science," making the connection between
science and currency.
Nicole Cramer, freshman,
and Morgan Shumate, sophomore, were at Tuesday night's
showing. Shumate said she
attended because "the topic
sounded very interesting." This
was Cramer and Shumate's first
visit to the planetarium.
Pioneers of science who are
natives of other countries are
often honored on currency.
While most of the U.S. currency
features former political figures,
some other counuies feature
scientists and inventors on
their currency.
For example, electrical engineering pioneer Nikola Telsa
is honored in his native land,
Serbia, and is seen on both
present-day currency and currency from previous decades.
Both current and now obsolete currencies are shown

Jordan Flower BGNeas
FORUM: One of the founders
of Wake Up Ohio, Stephanie
Studebaker spoke last night
about media and democracy.

Students volunteer for SAAFE
Lambdin said. "But I want students to know we'll be there for
them no matter what."
At the SAAFE program there
are five or six advocates on staff.
They are on call diree times a
month in addition to their regular volunteer hours during die
week
On call requires availability
from 5 pm. to 8 a.m. during the
week and then during a 24-hour
period on die weekend from 5
p.m. to 5 pjit
When advocates through the
SAAFE program aren't available,
help is accessible 24 hours a dav
via the link hotline (352-1545)
to talk with a victim or meet to
discuss tlieir concerns
SAAFE coordinator lulie
Broadwell said there is confidentiality for all victims of any kind of
assault or harassment.
Editor's Note: All services are
five of charge and no appointment is necessary lo use the office.
Tlie SAAFE program is locateil
in room 3S5 of the I'sycholog)'
Building.

throughout the presentation.
Tlie euro is one reason certain
currencies no longer exist. Other
forms of money have been
replaced by current issues or are
no longer a legally accepted form
of currency, according to Smith.
Smith travels often and
noticed that currencies in different places around the worid
honored astronomers, biologists, chemists, philosophers
and other great minds in history. The project was finalized
at the end of lanuary 2006
for its scheduled release this
February.
Although it only took a few
months to produce the show,
it took several years to collect
the data.
"This show let me tackle topics
I don't usually get to deal with.'
Smith said. I le got the idea for
the production about four years
ago and began the fits! draft in
May 2005.
"Getting the inventory together was a much longer process,"
he said.
After collecting the data,
Smith organized the currency by
topic, smith found "topics you
wouldn't expect ahead of time,"
such as electricity or magnetism,
he said.
"I tried to keep die pace moving, enough to keep people interested." Smith said.
Editor's Note: Vie "Worlds in
Your Wallet"presentation is being
shows througliApril2l. Tuesdays
8 p.m.. Fridays 8 p.m.. and
Sundays 7:30 p.m. There ivill be
no shoutings during spring break
There is no admission fee. but a $1
donation is encouraged. Proceeds
go toward operating costs.

Link between Katrina aid and race analyzed
KATRINA, FROM PAGE 1
President George W Bush's lat. est State of the Union Address.
The government's allocation of
resources is grossly unproportionale as well. The trend of poverty in New Orleans has existed
for centuries and the government's unwillingness to help is
due to demographics. Nearly 70
percent of people living in New
Orleans are black.
Laura Sanchez, associate professor of sociology, lived in New
Orleans and has personal ties
to the victims of Katrina. She
witnessed the rich racial heritage
of the area and lived in a diverse
neighborhood and is still sympathizes with victims
"If you say you don't care
about the poor, working people
of color in New Orleans then
you don't care about the poor
working people of color around
the world," Sanchez said. "The
median income is 35 to 40
percent less than the national
average. About 35 percent of
the black families that live there
arc poor."

Many families in New Orleans
do not have a working phone,
no cell phones and do not own
a car, so evacuation for those
families were especially tough.
But die trend of replacing poor
workers with even poorer workers is apparent in the .industries
in New (Means.
"A lot of the primary industries down there now, like the
gambling industry, are perfectly
happy to have replaced a working
core black population with really
fragile vulnerable international
mnkcis who can be paid less
and if they complain they can be
forced to leave," Sanchez said.
According to Sanchez, if the
government can manage large
amounts of people during Mardi
Gras without them knowing it,
tiien relief efforts can and should
go more smoothly.
During a report by an 11 member Republican panel it was said
there were troubles on every level
of the relief effort. There was a
24 hour lag in which citizens
were not made aware of the
imminent danger and did
not give them enough time to

"It was very eye opening, I appreciate the
knowledge — it wasn't a surface awareness
— it was more in depth. It made me realize
that it is still a problem."
TAWANA JACKSON, BSU PRESIDENT
evacuate.
In an emotional admission.
Sanchez referred to a old woman
who was quoted in "Tlw New York
Tunes" as saying all she wants
is her little house with her little
fence and to talk to her neighbor.
Simple requests for simple people, but help waa not adequate
enough to save or rebuild for people like her.
Rose cited rapper Kanye West
and his comment diat Bush
doesn't care about black people
and how much support he had
for saying thus remark. CNN did
a poll with (Nil I up and found out
that 26 percent of whites fell West
was right. The number of whites
who agreed with the rapper was

twice the number of blacks in the
country.
Nicole Fraisc, public relations
director for the Black Student
Union, agrees the number of
deadis could have been lower if
there would have been proper
warning
"If the city would have been
white or wealthy they would have
known before it happened and
been able to evacuate," l-'raise
said.
Another argument brought up
at die luncheon was die lack of
response by Bush was because
New Orleans is not one of his constituency groups. There was not a
lot of Republican votes for Bush
in New Orleans so he was not as

quick to act.
"There is a tremendous political shift in New Orleans. The last
deep southern state that lias a
statewide democratic representative," Rose said.
With all of that said Rose opted
for a simple alternative—to bring
back those who lived and hail
tlieir roots in New Orleans to
rebuild their communities.
Tawana lackson, president of
BSU, enjoyed tlie conversation
and found it informative.
"It was very eye opening 1
appreciate the knowledge — it
wasn't a surface awareness — it
was more in depdi. It made me
realize that it Is still a problem,"
lackson said.
Sophomore Ryan McCoy also
found the effects of Hurricane
Katrina as imponant now as it
was when it first happened.
"It was informative and full of
facts," he said. "Some students
have first hand reaction, there is
still a lot of questions that have
no answers."
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STUDENT SUPER BOWL ATTENDEES SPEAK

The sport management program will he hosting an
event tonight featuring some of the 44 students
selected by the NFL to woTk at Ford Field for the Super
Bowl XL Students will speak on their experiences at
the Super Bowl at 7:30 p.m. in 223 Fppler Center.

CAMPUS

Surge in demand of GI Bill cause delays
Department of
Veterans Affairs begins
to reduce wait period
By Alison Young
Kit

WASIIINGTON — A surge in vet
erans using the GI Bill lo pay
for college is increasing delays
for students in getting their
money from the Department of
Veterans Affairs.
For students attending colleges
in the central United States, it's
been taking neariy eight weeks
on average for a first-time applicant to start receiving VA college
funds. That's more than twice
as long as it's supposed to take,
according to the VAs standards.
"For some of these VA guys,
dial's all they live on when they're
in school," said Howdy Pyle,
financial aid counselor at Ozarks
Technical Community College In
Springfield, Mo., where about 30
students have raised concerns
about delays. "They're getting
a litde worried when they hear
they may not get their cheat until
sometime in March."
This week the VA began tak-

ing what it called "extraordinary
measures" to reduce the backlog
at its St. I-ouis claims-processing center, including (livening
all incoming calls to an office
in Oklahoma for two weeks to
free up 20 employees to process
claims. St. Louis is the slowest ol
die VAs four education claims
processing centers.
"The number of claims coming In has been Bl all lime record
highs," a VA liaison officer for the
St. Loub region said in a memo
to college officials that Knight
Rlddcr obtained "We appreciate
your patience. We understand
you take a lot of the heat from
students when claims processing is slower than expected."
VA education programs, which
pay eligible veterans up to SI,034
a month while they're attending
school, are a key inducement the
military uses to entice recruits.
More than 500,000 veterans and
eligible dependents use VA edu
cation benefits.
Nationwide,
more
than
118.000 VA education claims
were waiting to be processed
as of Feb. I. Students In Ui central states have been hit with

GI Bill delays
Number days the Veterans
Attairs Department takes to
process new education claims:

<t
**■

97

In 2006

SourM US Dewnrn.nl ot VHe'ans Altai's

the greatest delays because of
an influx of incoming claims
and backlogs at the St. Louis
Regional Processing Center,
"St. Louis has had an unusually
large number Of claims coming
ill lllis year," said liill I illnian,
the central area director for the
Vetenins Benefits Administration.
Incoming claims are up 18 per-

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Maidi Gras Ticket Sales

Sponsored by Ihe French Club
Union Lobby
9 a.m. - Noon & 1:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Appalachian Spring Break
Registration
Spend spring break doing construction work Register lor a servicefilled week in West Virginia building
a camp lodge. Cost is $100 for
the week, everything included. Trip
sponsored by St. Tom's Catholic

Giaphic T G Tso Jud, Tr.*>.

C 3006 Km

cent in St. Louis, lillman said,
I in average, incoming education
claims are up ii percent nationwide, the VA said
Large numbers of soldiers returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan to hometowns in
the Miclvv esl. coupled With larger education-benefits checks
available to all veterans, are

service can help you get experience and earn money lor college.
Wood County Corps has lull and
part time opportunities starting
immediately and in September
2006. Come find out how you can
get hands-on experience that will
further your career goals For more
information contact: Ed Newman.
woodcorps@bgsu.edu or 372-9625
204 South Hall

laiptf/cvcatirigaudu/

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
90s Soul Dinner Theatre Tickets on
Sale
17th Annual Multicultural Dinner
Theatre. BGSU Students & Staff will
perform soulful music, movies and
sitcoms of the 90s. Friday Feb. 17.
Call 372-2542 for more information
424 Saddlemire

'99
01
03
05
Current goal: 25 days

Av»:ag»flumber ol days to process new and renewal claims
at r«glBnal ottices. Oct 2005-Jan. 2006
New
Renewal
Goal 25 days
Goal 13 days
St. Louis
——— 55
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Atlanta
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Nationwide
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Newman Club and open lo all students all maiots. all religions, no
construction experience necessary
For application materials contact
Karen Shult/ keshult@bgsu.edu
St. Thomas More University Pansh.
425 Thurstin Avenue
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Recruitment
Days
Come find out how national

10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Athletic Info. Table
Sponsored by the Athletic Dept.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Raffle of XBox 360 and other items
Sponsored by the Master of
Business Student Association
Union Lobby

•835 5th,4bdrm
$900/mo

August 2006 Leases
• 239 B Manvillc, I bdrm
$350/mo
• 849 6th St., 3 bdrm
$650/mo

8 p.m.
BGSU Department of Theatre &
Film presents "Giants Have Us in
Their Books" by lose Rivera Tickets
Adults $10. Children (under 1?)
$5. For more information contact:
Theatre Box Office. 419-372-2719
Eva Mane Saint Theatre

Another reason fot the backlogs is a new \ \ education benefit
that targets activated members ol
the reserves and National Guard.
t ailed the Reserve 1 ducational
Assistance Program, or Chapter
1607, this program rewards those
activated since Sept, II, 2001,
with education payments ol up
to S827 a month.
\s ui |aa 17. the most recent
daia available, the \ \ had pro
ceased onrj 1117 ol ihe 11,085
applications ii had received im
Chapter 1607 benefits, <>i those
processed, onrj 187 veterans had
received payments, Ot the others, 125 were told Ihej were eh
gible but thai their applications
were missing Information, and
HII were told ihev weren't eligible

for the benefit
The V\ didn't SB) what hap
pened to the remaining seven
1 he \ A began processing claims
for the new benefit in December,
more than a year aftei 1 bngress
created it.

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Bacchus/Gamma Info
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Session Promotion
Sponsored by Creative Minds
Movement
Union Lobby

8 p.m.
Flute Choir
The llute studio from BGSU s
College of Musical Arts will present
a concert featuring solo and chamber literature from the standard
flute repertoire. Free and open to
the public. For more information
contact: Nina Assimakopoulos at
nassima@bgnet bgsu.edu
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

Noon - 3 p.m.
Sex Signals Event Info Table
Sponsored by UA0
Union Lobby
Noon - 4 p.m.
BSU Silent Auction Into
Sponsored by Black Student Union
Union Lobby

STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin

NEWIWE
Rentals
• 125 CLAY ST. #D: Large unfurnished
apartment, close to downtown.
Tentant pays electric and $:>() per month
for unlimited gas heat.
• 131 CLAY ST. #B - D: One bedroom
unfurnished apartments, close to
downtown. Tetitaitts pay only electric!

330 N. CHURCH ST.: Thi
duplex, large Iront porch an<J
parking. Close to downtown.I,
330 M N. CHURCH ST.: One bedroom
upper duplex. Cat permitted.
Tentant pays utilities and $30 per month
lor unlimited gas heat.

• (pets alKmttl in these listings)

Call 419-352-9392

Sponsored by Dry Dock
Union Lobby

should be," lie said.

GRADUATE

and move in with
May 2006 Leases

realh think this is going to have a
very very positive impact on the
st. 1 ouis workload, and thai »ill
enable us to gel them where the)

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Spring Events Awareness

GRAB YOUR MATES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

among the factors that I illnian
suspects are increasing the
workload in St. Louis.
Fust-time applicants for education funds waited 55.7 days on
average ii their paperwork was
processed in St. Louis, and it took
a little more than L'7 days for the
office to process claims from
continuing students during the
first lour months ol fiscal year
2000. which began t)< I I
The VAs performance goals
call for new claims to be processed in 25 days on average and
renewal claims lo be processed
in 13 days
IbeAtlantaRegtonal Processing
Center, which handles claims
from Males in the Southeast was
the next slowest during that fourmonth period, taking 46 days on
average for new claims and 25.5
days for renewals, Nationwide.
the average processing time was
39 days for new claims anil 22
days for renewal claims, according to the \ v
I illnian said the VA hoped to
process another 10.000 to 20,000
education claims in St Louis during the next two weeks because
Of the shitted phone calls. "We

Summit Street

• Central downtown location
* Unfurnished
• On-stte laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
■ Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo * electric

• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
•2 blocks from campus
•Efficiences
S315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620

for current listing
...„„
FROBOSERENTAtSHwww.newloverentaj8.com

332 S. Main
Howling Green

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352-0717
11„1„i,>1,„i„i„»
newloveinfo@newloverentals.com

WWWGREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

Free Movie:
Elizabethtown
Management Inc,
www.meccabg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

»

419.353 5800
info@meccabg com

Friday- Feb. 17th
Sunday- 19th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
httpy/w w.bgsti.etlti/offices/tiao or call (419) 372-2486

1
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OPINION

"The blend of fiction, bigotry and
jingoism became known as yellow
journalism. Later, the phrase was
shortened to journalism."
TV personality |on Stewart

STAFF EDITORIAL

Advocate's sub much appreciated
The University strives to be a
safe campus through amenities
like an on-campus police station,
the blue light poles throughout.
But even though the Bowling
Green community is a relatively safe locale, we know
things happen.
With that said, it's important
to have someone available to
come into a certain situation and
give emotional support to those
individuals who have been victimized through assault or other
criminal behavior.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the University
should work to reltire the victim's
advocate? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

So we couldn't be more
pleased with the help that the
volunteers of the Sexual Assault
Awareness for Empowerment
program now have an office

Love still exists after
St Valentine's Day
rt's February 16th and heartshaped merchandise in stores
TAYLOR
cross the country is on sale.
COPELAND
Boxes of chocolate stuffed
Opinion Columnist
bears, and SpongeBob valentines,
•
must go.
The best that the recent holiday
someone by buying them gifts.
had to offer now finds itself
Because nothing says "I love
sitting on a clearance rack,
you" like shelling out nearly S100
marked down at a discount of 50
on one dozen red roses that will
percent.
be reduced to a pile of petals in
This can only mean one thing
less than 72 hours, right?
The commercialized celebration
So, what is it that compels
we lovingly call Valentine's Day is
consumers to spend a total of
now over.
S13.7 billion dollars on Valentine's
But what is it that makes
Day gifts, according to a National
February 14th so special?
Retail Federation survey conductOn Monday I woke up. took a
ed by BIGresearch?
shower, ate breakfast, went to my
Is it love? I'd certainly hope not
classes, took a nap. watched some
Love does have something to
IV with friends. Iiad dinner, did
do with it. But more than love, it
some homework and went to bed. is tradition that provides the drive
And on Tuesday I woke up. took a
behind Valentine's Day purchases.
shower, ate breakfast,... are you
I mean, if love were the only
getting the picnire?
reason why Americans spent
If you look beyond the fact that
billions of dollars on February
I lead a boring life, you will see
14th, then what would keep them
that Valentine's Day is just another from spending just as much every
routine day. Now. instead of a
other day of the year?
standard weekday, the holiday
Why should the 14th be treated
has become exactly what we as a
differently than the 2nd or the
society have made it And that is
22nd?The answer is it shouldn't
not what it intended to be.
Like I said, it's just another day.
In typical American fashion, we
If you love someone you
have found a way to commercialshould show him or her that you
ize love. I listorically, Valentine's
care everyday, not just on
Day Is traced back to a Catholic
holidays like Valentine's Day.
Church feast day occurring on
I may not have had a valentine
February 14th that honored Saint
this year, but no, I was not
Valentine. Cupid and friends
bitter, angry, lonely or depressed
didn't become associated with the because of it I do realize that it's
date until much later, toward the
nice to have a specific holiday
end of the Middle Ages.
every once in a while where you
I'm not exactly sure where
do something out of the ordinary
the sending of valentines was
for that special someone.
introduced, but according to the
I simply feel that it's more
Greeting Card Association, nearly
meaningful to surprise your
one billion valentine cards are
significant other with roses when
sent worldwide each year.
they least expect it; like on the
I wouldn't be surprised if
17th of May.
Hallmark had something to do
Don't limit yourself to
with that tradition. But I guess
Valentine's Day. Go ahead and
none of the reasons behind why
sweep the one you love off of his
Valentine's Day is celebrated really
or her feet then, but don't let the
matter now because it has just
romance die there.
become another day to proclaim
one's love for that special
Send comments to Taylor at

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Why do you think people are hesitant to admit
that they are addicted to Facebook?

together and help in the reduclocation on-campus.
Allowing SAAFE to have an on- tion of crimes against women on
campus location says that the a national level.
This past November, for examUniversity is aware and cognisant
about the issue and is willing to ple. Republican Senator Mike
have discussions about female DeWine wrote a resolution, that
would eventually pass through
issues.
The individuals who are vol- the Senate, that made January
unteering their time should be the official National Stalking
praised for spending their time Awareness Month. According to
and their energies into such a DeWine, the month was made to
both celebrate the many accomworthy cause.
Luckily, women's advocacy plishments of victim advocates
has received media and political across the country and make
attention, both of which can work people aware about stalking

DeWine's resolution is a fantastic stan. but we feel that there is
much that can be done.
Although SAAFE is a great
resource to have, we feel that
the University should reconsider
bringing back the victim's advocate position.
Having a paid staff member
who's main job is to work as a
support to victims of crime is so
important
Knowing that there is someone
available to reassure that the victim is not the only one who has

gone through a specific pain not
only helps that individual, but
helps the entire community as
well. With more people who are
knowledgeable about the ills of
abuse and victim-based misconduct, our society (or at least our
University community) will be
less willing to stand for things like
assaults, stalkings and rapes.
SAAFE is going to do wonders
for our campus, but we ask for
the University to at least look into
what budget modifications can
be done to rehire the advocate.
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Forget love and diamonds; Facebook is forever
Facebook gave us the ability to
define our relationships in two
additional ways (engaged and
'it's complicated') further mak\sst. Opinio
Opinion Editor ing Facebook a place for lovers.
Asst.
Obviously, Facebook loves
you.
Facebook is you.
But the issue at hand is that
Facebook is the
students feel ashamed to readinevitable future.
ily admit that they are addicted
Facebook gfveth, and
to Facebook.
Facebook taketh away.
A study done of schools in
(But it mostly giveth.)
California showed that people
For those of you hanging
are very reluctant to disclose
out in the caves with Osama,
how much time they legitiFacebook has completely revomately spend on Facebook and
lutionized college. Then again,
give blatantly false information
if you're not on Facebook, then
during casual discussion.
Mr. bin Laden has you beat:
With groups like "People who
he's located on twelve different
are on facebook but who are
Facebook campuses.
secretly anticipating its long
The University of New
overdue downfall," "Every Time
Mexico banned access to
I Sit at a Computer I Get On the
Facebook from being accessed
Motherf--kin Facebook!," and
by any on-campus comput"Facebook Is Stupid and I'm
ers in mid-October for four
Embarrassed To Be a Member."
months. What on Earth would
it's obvious that people aren't
you do for four months?
totally comfortable with the
Facebook is always offering
aura ofFacebook
new things For the photoIt's true that some people
genic, the photo gallery was
spend too much time on the
added within the couple of
computer instead of going out
months. For those interested
and interacting. Some people
in nostalgia, the detailing feaenjoy Internet rime more than
ture was added so you can
others. To each his own.
stress out about how you met
But Facebook is the door to
a given individual. For those
worlds never explored. Millions
who are obsessive about labels,
»DJ.
JOHNSON

NIGGIST BELETE
SOPHOMORE,
POLITICAL SCIENCE

DEAN ACKERMAN
FRESHMAN,
EDUCATION

"ft makes them look
pathetic."

"The Internet isn't
highly looked upon."

upon millions of people have
uploaded information about
themselves online in an effort
to be read. To be discovered.
It's an optional service, so men
and women around the world
are voluntarily submitting
information for the pleasure
of others.
Facebook is relatively new,
too. It celebrated it's two year
anniversary on February 4,
and since it's emergence in
2004, it has climbed to be one
of top ten most visited Web
sites on the Internet The Web
site is supported on more than
2,500 campus across the nation,
and according to their own site,
it seems like they don't plan on
stopping anytime soon.
According to TechCrunch.
com, 85 percent of college
students have Facebook
profiles, and according to a
December USA Today article,
there are users in Europe, Asia
and Australia.
Wow!
In two years, Facebook has
defined who we are.
The fear with admitting
that you use Facebook more
than anyone else comes from
the universal stereotype that
people who spend a lot of time
on the computer are geeks

KELLY ROGERS
FRESHMAN,
THEATER
"Who'd admit they
spend time online?"

and losers. Although computer
nerds can bring in the dough,
they seem to be at the bottom
of the social totem pole.
Those days are over.
Obviously, 1 don't remind you
diat the Co-founder, Chairman,
Chief Software Architect and
ex-CEO of Microsoft is a pretty
wealthy man. (According to
Microsoft's current stock price,
he's worth 27.59 billion dollars.)
And as technology goes, it's
equally obvious that technology isthewaveofthe future,
and computers are going to be
the new "it" item that people's
careers are centered around.
Goodbye assembly lime worker,
hello C++ desk jockey.
My point is that computers are the wave of the future.
Obviously, this has been true
for the past decade, but the
shame that is associated
with overindulgence in computer usage is slowly but surely
becoming a thing of the past.
Facebook is just an extension
of that. It's okay; you're not a
loser. If that were the case, we'd
all be wrong.
And can 11.1 million people
as of December 2005 be wrong?
Send comments to DJ. at
davidj@bgsu.edu

MIKE MAY
SOPHOMORE,
VOCAL PERFORMANCE

"It's stupid; it's like
being addicted to pogs.'
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue an the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a cur
rent issue on the Lfohersitys campus
or the Bowling Green area.

A

POLICES
Utters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

I

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attach
nienttothenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Biter or "Guest Column.''Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. AD letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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IRAQI PATIENCE WEARS THIN WITH PHOTOS
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — New images showing Iraqis
abused by U.S. guards at Abu Ghraib prison three
years ago threatened yesterday to enflame public anger
already running high over footage of British soldiers
beating youths in southern Iraq. Images included
naked prisoners, some bloodied and lying on the floor.

WORLD

WORLD
BRIEFING
8G »C*S «IIE sonnets
Al-Zarqawi, others
sentenced to death
AMMAN. Ionian — A court
yesterday sentenced the
leader of al-Qaida in Iraq,
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, and
eight other men to death for
plotting chemical attacks
against sites in lordan,
including the U.S. Embassy.
Al-Zarqawi and three others
were sentenced to death in
absentia. But the plot's alleged
mastermind, Azmi al-Iayousi,
and four co-defendants were
in the courtroom when the
judge handed down the
sentence for the 2004 plot,
which security officials foiled
before it could be carried out

Anana Cubillos AP Photo
SITTING IN LIMBO: Leading presidential candidate Rene Preval ponders a question during a news conference at his home in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Tuesday.

Europe prepares
for the coming flu

Discovery of trashed balloting equipment has led to unrest in Haiti, where chaotic protests have broken out over the Iraud.

Election ballots strewn at dump

GENEVA — European governments are bolstering their
guard against bird flu, faced
with a growing number of
dead swans and the risk that
migratory birds—which begin
returning north next month
— could bring the disease
from Africa
Song birds are expected
to start arriving in southern
Europe from Africa in two
weeks. They are judged to
be less likely carriers of bird
flu than ducks and other
water fowl because song
birds fly longer distances
and tend to stay away from
wetlands, where the disease is
more prevalent

Preval leads, but questions over balloting bring threat of national chaos
By Andrew Sdsky
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — U.N.
police went to a garbage dump
near the f laitian capital yesterday to recover election materials, including numbered bags
apparently used to carry results
and tally sheets, amid charges
that last week's presidential
election was marred by fraud.
Thousands of ballots, including
some that were marked, also were
strewn over about an acre at the
dump.
Associated Press reporters saw
hundreds of empty ballot boxes,
at least one vote tally sheet and
several empty bags — numbered and signed by the heads of
polling stations — strewn across
the fly-infested dump five miles
north of Port-au-Prince.
"That's extraordinary," U.N.
spokesman David Wimhurst
said.
Catherine Sung, a U.N. electoral adviser who works at the
main vote tabulation center, said
the discovery of empty bags was
troubling because they were not
supposed to be thrown out.
When shown photographs

Daily killings keep
Iraqis on the alert
BAGHDAD. Iraq — A bomb
exploded in Baghdad yesterday, killing three girls and a
boy on their way to school
as violence targeted all walks
of life in the capital. Nearly
20 people were killed in car
bombings and shootings
elsewhere.
With the bloodshed showing
no sign of abating, politicians
held protracted talks over formation of a new government
which the U.S. hopes will help
stamp out the insurgency by
encouraging Sunni Arabs and
Shiites to work together.

of the bags, Sung said three of
them were the kind used to carry
invalid and blank ballots.
"They're supposed to be kept,"
she told the AP.
Leading candidate Rene
Preval has alleged that the Feb.
7 vote was marred by "massive
fraud or gross errors" designed
to leave him just short of the
majority needed for a first-round
victory. Preliminary results
from the first election since
lean-Bertrand Aristide's ouster
two years ago showed Preval, a
former Aristide protege, with a
sizable lead.
A wave of chaotic protests by
Preval supporters sent foreign diplomats scrambling for peaceful
solutions. PrevaL a former president, has urged the protesters to
continue peacefully.
Ambassadors from countries
"directly involved in the crisis"
were discussing a Brazilian
plan to persuade other candidates to recognize Preval's victory and prevent a mass uprising, according to Marco Aurelio
Garcia, foreign affairs adviser to
Brazilian president l.uiz Inacio
l.uladaSilva.

ordered the vote count suspended with 9(1 percent tallied,
pending a review of tally sheets
Haiti's elections have been
by an investigative commission
called into question, with
representing the president's
protests threatening to grow
office, the electoral council and
throughout the country. A
Preval's party.
Brazilian plan to keep the peace
"We are looking closely
involves getting other candiat specimens of the ballots
dates to agree on the victor
found at the dump, to check
whether these are real ballots,"
In New York, the U.N. Security said Michel Brunache, chief
Councilurged Haitians to respect of staff of interim President
election results and refrain from Boniface Alexandre.
violence, and it extended the
The ballots were being examBrazilian-led U.N. peacekeeping ined by the judiciary because the
mission for six months through investigating commission had
Aug. 15.
not been formed, he said
The United Nations provided
But Max Mathurin, the elecsecurity for the vote and helped toral council president, said
ship election returns to the capi- yesterday that election worktal, but it is not directly involved ers were ignoring the governin counting ballots.
ment order and continuing to
A popularly elected govern- tabulate results.
ment with a clear mandate from
"The government and the
the voters is seen as crucial to established commission can't
avoiding a political and eco- under any circumstances ask
nomic meltdown in the Western or order the cancellation of
Hemispheres poorest nation. the operations," Mathurin told
Gangs have gone on kidnapping Radio Mclropole.
sprees and factories have closed
Workers have completed 92
for lack of security.
percent of the vote count, lie
Haiti's interim government added without disclosing any
WHAT'S NEXT

more information. Mathurin
also denied thai the electoral
commission had manipulated
the vote count
" We're workingtranspa rent ly."
he said.
Of the 2.2 million ballots
cast, about 125,000 ballots have
been declared invalid because
of irregularities, raising suspicions among Preval supporters.
Another 4 percent were blank
but were still added into the
total, making it harder for Preval
to obtain a majority.
The most recent results posted
on the electoral council's Web
site Monday showed Preval had
48.76 percent of the vote, with 90
percent of ballots counted. I lc
would need 50 percent plus one
vote to win outright.
Preval has vowed to challenge
the results if officials insist on
holding a March runoff. Haiti's
constitution indicates that
a challenge would go to the
Supreme Court hut the Interim
government recently decreed
that any complaints should go
to the electoral commission
— the same body accused of
manipulating the results.

Cartoons not the limit for photogenic prophet
Muhammad's image
can be found in some
very unusual places

On the south wall are the
ancients — Confucius, Octavian
and Moses holding the Ten
Commandments. And on the
north wall, along u ith justice lohn
Marshall and Napoleon Bonaparte,
standing between Charlemagne
and lustinian, is the prophet
Muhammad, cradling a sword and
a copy of the Holy Koran.
In the furor that has enipted
since the publication of controversial Danish cartoons of

By Andrew Maykuth
KM

When the U.S. Supreme Court
convenes in Washington, the justices sit in their grand courtroom
beneaUi a carved marble frieze
depicting 18 great lawgivers from
the ages.

Muhammad, many claims have
circulated in the media about
Islam's prohibitions about artistic
depictions of the prophet, or any
human figures.
But Muhammad's image is portrayed far more widely than many
believe, and not just in the West,
in the highest court in America,
where the prophet's likeness
was chiseled in stone about 70
years ago.
In Iran, images of Muhammad

are widely circulated among the
predominantly Shia population.
The 1994 book "Arab Comic
Strips" shows a modem cartoon
image of an infant Muhammad in
the arms of his nurse though his
face is obscured in a brilliant halo.
In the 15 centuries since
Muhammad lived. Islamic artists hare portrayed the prophet
heroically in paintings now on
display in such institutions its
the Metropolitan Museum of

February Special

No Worries. No Hassle.

SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE

Campbell Hill Apts
318 Campbell Hill Rd
Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses

Winthrop & Summit Terrcxe

Featuring
A/C
Dishwasher
Full Basements
Garbage Disposals
W/D in select units
Microwave
on of BG's Largest 2 bedrooms
Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1 pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Properly A

Property B

High Speed Internet

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Heat

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Hoi Water

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Private Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

AppFee

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

1 Extra Storage
Flexible Loose
1

Security Deposit

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Yes

No

No

$200 (min|

1 Month Rent

1 Month Rent

Hiittfjrop & &ummttvJerrace 3$$&

419.352.0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Art and the Fine Arts Museum of
San Francisco.
Nor does there appear to lie any
uniform prohibition against portraying die human figure in Islam.
"Right from the beginning of
Islamic history, and in a number
of periods since, paintings of figures on walls and in art have been
practiced in Islam," said Renata
llolod, curator of the University
of Pennsylvania Museum's Islamic
art collection.

VIOLENT INCIDENTS
Al least 19 people have died in
cartoon-related violence this
month. Recent incidents include:
■ Feb. 15: Three die in two
cities in Pakistan's largest
demonstrations yet. Two
killed in rioting in Peshawar,
including an 8-year-old boy.
One protester shot and killed
in a clash with police
in Lahore.
■ Feb. 14: Two people die in
rioting in Lahore when
thousands of protesters go on
a rampage, burning Western
businesses.

,
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BUSH LOOKS TO PLACE SANCTIONS ON IRAN

MTR1

WASHINGTON (AP) —The Bush administration will
"walk a fine line" in seeking punitive international
sanctions against Iran's Islamic government over its
nuclear program, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
said yesterday. The administration's top diplomat has
detailed a two-track approach for the sanctions.

Vice *■president accepts responsibility
NATION
■■■
A

Cheney speaks out in
conference, taking full
blame for shooting
By Nedra Pickler
IHE ASS0CIAIED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Vice President
Dick Cheney look the blanie
yesterday for shooting a hunting
companion, calling it "one of the
wan) days of my lie." hut he was
defiantly unapologetic about not
publicly disclosing the accident
until ihr next day.
"You can't blame anyhody
else." Cheney told Pox News
Channel in his first public comments since the accident on a
private Texas ranch Saturday.
Tin the guy Who pulled die trigger and shot my friend."
Cheney said he had had a beer
at lunch that day. but that nolxxly
was drinking when they won)
back out to hunt several hours
later, law enforcement officials
haw ruled out alcohol as a factor.
The vice president has been
under intense political pressure
to speak out alxmt the accident,
which has become a publicrelations embarrassment and
potential political liability for the
While House. Senior advisers
to President Bush worried that
Cheney's silence had suggested a
possible cover-up.
Cheney was soft-spoken and
appeared shaken as he described
seeing 78-year-old
Harry

Wilmington drop to the ground
after he pulled the trigger on his
28-gaugc shotgun while aiming
at a covey of quail.
"The image of him falling is
something 111 newr evet be able
to get out of my mind," Cheney
told fox's Brit Hume. "I fired, and
there's Harry falling. It was, I'd
have to say, one of the worst days
of my life at that moment."
Cheney adamandy defended
his decision not to publicly disclose what happened until the
next day, when he agreed to
die suggestion of ranch owner
Katharine Armstrong to have her
announce it to a local newspaper.
"I diought diat was die right call. I
still do," the vice president said.
Armstrong has suggested that
Whirtington was at fault in the
shooting because, she said, he
failed to announce himself as
he returned to the hunting line
after breaking off to retrieve a
downed bird. But Cheney, an avid
and longtime hunter, said in no
uncertain temis that Whirtington
was not at fault
"You can talk about all of die
other conditions that exist at the
time, but that's die bottom line
and — it was not Harry's fault,"
he said.
Texas officials said the shooting
was anaccident. and no charges
have been brought.
Cheney said it was fortunate he
always has medical support traveling with him, so Whittington

HIRING FOR SUMMER & FALL 2006
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Personal savings rate
similar to Depression
ATHENS, Ohio — The personal savings rate of Americans
dropped below zero for the first
time since the Great Depression, a
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
report says.
The bureau calculates by totaling personal income and deducting taxes and expenditures, said
Richard \fedder of OU.
"People said.'Heck. The value of
our stocks is going up—we're get' ting richer,'" he said. "We're getting
better off. We dont need to save."

Katrina response
testimony released

EiMVocd APPtiolo

TAKING THE BLAME: Vice President Dick Cheney, center, walks back to his office in the White House after
doing a television interview yesterday in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building.

was able to get immediate care.
The lawyer was hit widi birdshot
in die face, neck and chest.
"I ran owr to him." Cheney said.
"He was laying there on his back,
obviously, bleeding. You could see
where die shot struck him."
Cheney said he had no idea

if he hit a bird because he was
focused on Whittington.
"I said, 'I larry, I had no idea you
wen there.' He didn't respond."
Cheney said.
Whittington was in stable condition yesterday at a Texas hospital, a day after doctors said one

of the pellets traveled to his heart
mid he had what they called "a
mild heart attack."

WASHTNGTON—Acknowledging
delayed aid and fumbled coordination, Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff said yesterday
the federal response to Hurricane
Katrina fell far short of providing
immediate help to the Gulf Coast
that could have saved lives. His
Senate testimony came the same
day a House panel released a scathing report concluding that deaths,
damage and suffering could haw
been decreased if officials had
responded mote urgently.

Got the munchies? We gof the Deals1.

FREE GYROS!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE!
wwwwuttiucte6com • 4193528639

Good Pay
Work at the Heart of the Campus

Exp 228.06

"Where Th» Party Starts"
www.iQuthside6.CQm

Build Your Resume

•

419.352.8639

BGSU Department of Theatre & Film

Great Facilities
Flexible Hours

HAVE US IN THEIR
• Audio Visual Serv
• Building Services
• Custodial Services
• Information Center
• Office Assistants

by Jose Rivera

February 16,17,18 at 8pm
February 18 & 19 at 2pm

• Event Planning Assistants
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

• Photo ID Center

Tickets: 419-372-2719
Students seeking employment with the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union will be
required to attend an information session
that will describe each position, pay rates,
and expectations for working in the Student
Union. Information sessions are the ONLY
place that applications will be distributed...
so tell your friends!

This play deals with adult situations and contains adult language

HOUSES! HOU SES! HOUSES!]
Starling as low as $ 1,200 mo.+ utilities
• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts
• t & 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage
• Full size washer and dryer
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

Information Sessions:
Monday, Fab 20,9:15PM, Student Union Multipurpose Room
Wednesday Feb 22,7:1 SAM, Student Union Room 207
Wednesday Feb 22,9:15PM, Student Union Theater

We look forward to seeing you there!

2 lull baths •
Plenty ot parking •
Gas log fireplaces •
(in most houses)
Occupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route •
Only 2 blocks from campus! •

Bring in the ad and r ecieve $100 off your
rent for leases sta rting in May 2006
j

For more information on eodi of the positions
teted above, visit us on the web at:
hhy/www.bgsu.edu/otWsa^

419352.0717
www.greenbrimrenlals.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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PETRO ACCUSED OF BUSINESS SCANDAL
COLUMBUS (AP) — In a sign of coming campaign
heat, Republican candidate for governor Kenneth
Blackwell attacked GOP rival Jim Petro yesterday over
allegations that Petro took away state business from
lawyers who wouldn't contribute to his campaigns.

SWE

Bush pushes program
President promotes
health accounts
during visit to Ohio

Social worker indicted
Tuesday for aiding in
abuse of children

By Deb Rieclmiarm
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DUBUN — President Bush, in a
state with key races in this year's
midterm elections, countered
critics on yesterday who say
health savings accounts don't
help the poor or the uninsured.
Enrollment in health savings
accounts has tripled during
the past 10 months, the president said at the headquarters of
Wendy's, where 9,000 employees
have signed up for the accounts
since the company began offering them last year.
The president also acknowledged startup problems with
the Medicare prescription
drug plan.
In recent weeks, some of the
poorest beneficiaries had trouble getting their medicine and
were charged more than what
they paid under Medicaid.
Dozens of states were
forced to step In to help pay
for their medicine on an
emergency basis.
About 43 million people are
eligible for the benefit. Bush
said 24 million have signed
up, but a large majority were
automatically enrolled because
of their participation in other
programs, such as Medicaid.
About 3.6 million people have
voluntarily enrolled.
"When you've got that big a
shift, you can imagine there's
going to be glitches, but by far,
the vast majority of people are
signed up to a program that's
making a big difference in their
lives," Bush said.
In pushing health savings
accounts, Bush said people
will become more responsible
shoppers because they'll pay
more of the initial costs of their

By Connie Mabin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Patio Marline; AP Photo

ON STAGE: President Bush walks through the opening of a curtain as he is introduced before speaking at
the international headquarters of the fast-food restaurant Wendy's yesterday in Dublin, Ohio.

health care.
He joked that
a good idea for
to choose salads
than triple-patty

it might be
people also
more often
hamburgers

at Wendy's.
To open one of the accounts, a
consumer must first buy a highdeductible insurance policy that
requires an individual to pay at

least $1,050 in medical expenses
before the insurance would kick
in; families would have to pay
the first $2,100. Some policies
carry higher deductibles.

Pii^-wirming columnist takes absence
announced her decision
Wednesday on the paper's Web
site in a column titled, "It's time
to do what feels right."
She wrote that she is becoming more limited in her choice of
column topics because she could
be accused of campaigning for
her husband of two years, currendy a Democratic congress-

CLEVELAND (AP) — Pulitzer
Prize-winning
columnist
Connie Schultz has taken a
leave of absence from The Plain
Dealer while her husband,
Sherrod Brown, campaigns for
a U.S. Senate seat.
Schultz, who last year won
the newspaper's first Pulitzer
Prize in more than 50 years,

ISPPTNGRPEAKERSi
GET READY FOR THE BEACH WITH A DARK TAN
David Dewalt - owner/stylist
FEATURING: Lisa McCoy - stylist
Chris Dishop - stylist

HOT HAW
• cut & style included with all chemical services

• specializing in foils

Thompson
accused of
assisting with
child abuse

aa|^^

• the hottest HiLites & color
• the hottest hair cuts

man. She also said her presence
at the newspaper could create
difficulties for her colleagues
covering the Senate race.
"I hate to see a signature writer
go from the pages of the paper,
but I think it was the right decision from a journalistic perspective and it was a decision Connie
came to on her own," said editor

Doug Clifton.
The Plain Dealer, Ohio's
largest newspaper, is owned
by Advance Publications
Inc. and has a circulation of
about 365,000.
Schultz, who won the Pulitzer
for commentary, will return to
her twice-weekly column after
the November election.

CLEVELAND — A charge accusing a social worker of aiding in
the abuse of special-needs children whose parents are accused
of keeping diem in cages is rare,
a prosecutor and several social
service experts said yesterday.
Elaine Thompson, a licensed
independent social worker hired
by Michael and Sharon (Iravelle
to counsel the children, was
indicted Tuesday on several
charges, including a misdemeanor count of failing to report
abuse and felony complicity to
child endangering.
The Gravelles arc accused of
forcing the children to sleep in
beds enclosed with wire and
wood and rigged with alarms.
They were charged with child
endangerment, falsifying adoption applications and King under
oath when being qualified for
adoption funding.
Thompson and the couple
deny wrongdoing, saying they
believed the enclosures, which
were painted bright red, blue
and yellow, were needed to
ensure the children were safe.
The youngsters, ages 1 to 15,
have behavioral and psychological problems related to illnesses
such as fetal alcohol syndrome
and a disorder that involves eating nonfood items.
Huron County prosecutor
Russ Lefiler said he has filed
charges of failing to report
alleged abuse against social
workers several times in his 30year legal career, but cannot
recall pursuing the more serious
charge of complicity.
"That is I think unusual and
relates to the extent of involvement Ms. Thompson had with
this family.'' l.eftler said. He
refused to discuss details of the
case, saying it was improper to do
so before trial.
Thompson testified during a
custody hearing that she was initially shocked by the cages but
approved of them as a way to
help handle the children. But
she said she never asked the
youngsters how they felt about
the enclosures during her weekly
counseling sessions.
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Chemical plant gas
leak injures eight
READING (AP) — A gas leak
yesterday morning at a chemical plant in this Cincinnati
suburb injured eight people,
two critically, authorities said.
Workers at the Rohm & Haas
Co. plant were hurt when an
unidentified gas was released
as ihey were taking apart
machinery before 9 a.m., fire
chief Kevin Kaiser said.
The gas leak was confined
to the plant and did not pose
a threat to nearby homes.
Kaiser Hid
Authorities did not identify' the injured. Reading fire
officials said the two critically injured people, taken
to University Hospital, were
suffering from respiratory
problems
Six others were in good condition at University Hospital.
hospital spokesman Cliff
Cavanaugh said.
In a statement, Rohm &
Haas, based in Philadelphia,
said the victims included four
maintenance employees and
members of the plant's emergency response team, who
were taken to the hospital to
be evaluated as a precaution.
The facility employs 109
people and produces specialty chemicals used to make
PVC pipe. Vinyl siding and
windows, plastic botdes and
blister packaging, the company said.

Three killed, two
injured in house fire
KTITS HILL (AP) — A house
fire that may have been caused
by a propane gas heater killed
three people and injured two
others in this southern Ohio
town yesterday morning,
authorities said.
A boy escaped the fire that
gutted the one-story woodframe home and killed a man,
woman and girl in this community near the soudiern tip
of Ohio, about 15 miles northwest of Huntington, W.Va.,
according to leff Lawless,
chief deputy of the Iawrence
County sheriffs department.
The state fire marshal was
called to investigate but the
fire didn't appear suspicious,
Lawless said
He said the immediate
investigation focused on a
propane heater.

You can't afford NOT to live here!
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• all HiLites & color Include haircuts

nZZUN-TANi
• 5 beds & 1 booth
• all beds are cleaned & sanitized
by our staff in-between clients

One of the top
200 Salons
in the Country

• always hot new bulbs

"' -SaknTodag

• make appointments all the way
to Spring Break!
• the best brands in tanning lotion
• extended hours as needed

•FEATURING
Sun Tower
Bulbs, 10 minutes, Tan Time Booth

Call for an
Appointment Today! >

(419) 352-6459
529 Ridge St.
Bowling Green

• Spacious Living at a Reasonable Price

• Free Internet and Cable TV

• 1,2,3, & 4 Bedrooms Available

• Built in Microwave and Dishwasher
• Huge Kitchen
• A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and
Big Enough to Use
• Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards
• Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts

• Large Capacity Washer and Dryer
• Furnished and Unfurnished Units Available
• Private Full Size Bath in Each
Bedroom, Plus a Guest Powder Room
• Large Walk In Closets
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Falcon swimmers
break into top 10

THURSDAY

l he swimming and diving team continues to climb

February 16,
2006

through the ranks of the
(Mlegeswimming.com and
an! among the top It) midmajor programs. The 9th
ranked i-alums brake Into the
latest lop 10 after being edged
out by ..il of a point by MidAmerican Conference rival
Toledo in December.
Currently loin M U M hools
occupy four top 10 positions.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Dakich wins big with Marschall Falcons roll Zips
After bulking up this summer, freshman making immediate impact
to MM tat*
SPORTS

toiroB

Dan Dakich Hew to las Vegas in
the summer of 200-1 hoping to
walk away a Ug winner.
He took his seat with a goal in
mind and eventually chose the
low-risk table, where he knew
what he was getting in for.
I lie BGSU men's coach was
not experiencing the bright
lights ol Vegas, but rather taking in an AAII basketball tournament along with just about
every other Division I basket
ball coach in America
Dakich had heard about Ink
Marschall, a skinny (i-foot-7
post from New London, Ohio,
but had yet to see him play in
person, Dakich would soon
learn the payout for recruiting
Marschall
would

tin1 23 games he's played for
the I alums, who are 9-15
overall and 5-9 in the MidAmerican Conference after

By Ryan Autullo
SPORTS Eo11oR

losing at Akron. 77-62, on

Tuesday night.
Marschall is averaging ti.7
ppg—easily the most of BG's
live freshman — In fewer
than 23 minutes per contest
He started two ol BG's three
games to open the seasonal
a tournament In Blacksburg,
Va., .\IM\ prnbablv showed
Dakich an additional aspect

to his game when he stepped
out to hit a (pointer in a 72-

ri win ovet Virginia lech.

"One of the things you
don't really debate about
Erik is skill level - he has
all the skills thai you need
— the question
was going to be
certain!] outweigh "This is just
coming
from
an) risk involved.
New
London,
I called Ins dad
right after the tourdidn't have Oliio to playing
your first college
nament and said.
games
against
'listen, your son's
Virginia
lech,
our priority, he's the
and he's had no
No. I kid we want
problems."
10 have at that posiAnd
that's
tion,"* Dakich said
ERIK MARSCHALL.
mainly due lo
Amongst several
FRESHMAN
his resume of
big-time recruits
work during the
and soon to be rookoffseason, which included
ies in the NBA, Marschall was
a regimen that helped him
more than holding his own. In
gain nearly 30 pounds from
particular, Dakich noticed the
the end of his senior season
stellar job Marschall was doing
to this past fall.
on Amir lohnson. a 6-footMarschall became more
10 player from Westchester,
serious about lifting weights
Calif., who had committed to
and ate meals more often
Louisville but Instead opted to
than before.
enter the NBA draft and now
"This is just something I
plays lor the Detroit Pistons.
didn't have to do, but I needInk was really good against
ed to do," Marschall said. "It
him. He was up around
gave me the opportunity to
the rim with him. he lipped
play I immediately I."
things in, he just really played
But
Marschall
would
well." Dakich said. Allei that
certainly be playing more
Vegas tournament I was thorif he kept himself out of
oughly convinced he was our
foul trouble. He leads the
No, i priority for a big kid
Falcons with 4.1 fouls per
who would come in and plaj
game and has fouled out 12
immediately."
times this season, nearly
Marschall i hose BG over
half the games he's played
I ipscomb and Helmont, both
in. Marschall had the same
in lennessee. and l.v.msville
in Indiana.
MARSCHALL, PAGE 9
Marsr hall has started 18 of

something I
to do, but I
needed to

do."

BG students
flock to local
alleys to get
their strifes

Brandon Heiss BG News
HUSTLE AND MUSCLE: Freshman forward Erik Marschall dedicated his
summer to working out and is averaging almost seven points a game.
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BGSU
35 45 80
AKRON, Ohio — One game at a
AKRON
17 31 48
time.
It's probably the most overused
cliche in all of sports—and maybe
members of the "white" team,
the hardest for fans to believe, too.
which represents the Falcons'
But the BGSU women's basketreserve players.
ball team is different. They weren't
Hynn scored a career-high 14
even sun- who their next oppopoints, Goldsberry knocked down
nent WB8 follmving last night's 80a couple 3-pointers and the white
48 pounding of Akron at Rhodes
squad thoroughly outplayed
Arena, which improved their
Akron's
starters, who certainly can't
record to 21-2 (12-0).
compare to the white team's usual
The Falcons aren't concerned
Opponent die BG regulars, lesser
about their No 25 national ranking,
known as its orange squad.
a chance of finishing unblemished
"We were just playin the Mid-American
ing like WB were in pracConference or shattering
tice, going at it, executschool records.
ing plays. It was fun."
Defeating—and often
Goldsberry said.
dismantling — the next
Although the game
opponent is their first
was never in question,
and only priority.
especially in die second
"The polls and the
half with the white team
undefeated season and
on die floor, Miller was
the records they take care
CARIN HORNE
still very enthusiastic.
of themselves if you do
JUNIOR
He showed his displeawhat your supposed to
sure for ill-advised shots,
on game night for two
called for a timeout with 37 sechours," said BG coach Curt Miller.
onds remaining in the first half
And die Falcons did just that
and regularly stomped his feet to
against the Zips, although they
get the attention of his players.
probably could haw slacked off
Without question, Miller holds the
after the first hour.
starters and bench players to the
BG, which tied its season-high
same high standard.
total for points, started the game
"Our bench doesn't get the recon a 13-0 run and led by 18 at
ognition they deserve." Miller said.
halftime. There was no climax
They're really talented players and
to this game, no late surge by
they played dieir guts out at pracAkron 14-19, 111). The Falcons,
tice. At times they execute much
instead, performed brilliantly in
more efficiently than our orange
their first game since cracking
team. Tonight was an opportuthe USA Today/ESPN Top 25 poll
nity lo showcase that and to show
on Tuesday.
people how well that second unit
"Even though it doesn't mean
can execute."
the w c n Id we're in the Top 25, we
But that's not to say the startneed to show people why we're
ers didn't play well. Carin Home
there and the last couple games
scored a season-high 20 points on
its been close, and we've let people
8-of-13 shooting from the field. I a.
hang vvidi us," slid (ill lause, who
llonegger added 13 points and
scored a season-high eight points
liad eight rebounds, three steals
off the bench.
and two blocks.
BG. which has won 12 in a row
Ali Mann and Kate Achter. BG's
since an overtime loss at Kentucky
top and third leading scorers,
on Ian. 2, received strong contricombined for just four points, all
butions from lause. Amber Frynn.
coming from Mann.
Lindsey Goldsberry and other

Cochran sprints to top of medal stand
Freshman earns first
collegiate victory in
the 400-meter dash
By Matt Deighton
REPORTER

Although the sport doesn't have

an) professional athletes spun
sored b) Nike or Adidas and isn't
even recognized as a varsity sport
at most high schools and universiiies. bowling is quicklv becomIng all the rage in Howling (Ireen.
a city that ma) in fact be named

aiiei the sport.

I0WLIM6. PAGE 9
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

By DanWyar
■ TED

Actually.
Bowling
Green
received its name in 1834 from
a mailman. Joseph Gordon, who
previously lived and worked in
Bowling Green. Kentucky. But
you get my point
I veil though the bowling team
at IH.NIJ was dismantled a few
years ago, main University students still seek refuge in the sport
and chose to tie/Strap their bowling shoes on at Varsity Lanes and
Al Mar Lanes in Bowling Green.
"I like it Ibowiingl a lot...
almost as much as pingpong,"
said freshman Corbie Ycc.
Yee and her group of friends
bowl have been bowling at
Varsity lanes ever)' Friday night
for college ID night ever since
they arrived at BGSU

Bench comes alive
in second half as BG
improves to 21-2

burton H«u BGNews
GAINING GROUND: Lacey Cochran competes in the Falcons Quad on Feb.
3. She has been a top three finisher in the past three meets.

Freshman
sprinter
Lacey
Cochran was just one of two
Falcon track members to Finish first place in her respective event at the All-Ohio
Championships in Findlay
on Saturday.
After finishing third and second in the 400-meter dash her
previous two meets, Cochran
Finally climbed atop the medal
stand and brought home her
first career title, making her
our selection as Athlete of
the Week.
On Saturday, Cochran, who
is in her first year with the
falcons, broke the finish line
ahead of her opponents with
a time of just under a minute (58:06 seconds). Though
it wasn't her best time of the
season, Cochran continued
to show improvement in her
strength, consistency and
endurance as a competitive
runner and proved to be an
essential part of the team.
On )an. 28, Cochran finished
third in tlie Findlay Track and

SET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.MrfcWS.COM/SP0RTS
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Field Classic with a time of
58:19. and placed ninth in the
200-meter dash with a time of
26:57. A week later she jumped
up a spot on the stand, placing
second in the 400 meters with
a personal best of 57:50.
A disappointed, yet determined Cochran was reserved
regarding her performance on
Saturday, though she is still
improving and therefore proud
of her achievement.
"I still didn't get the time I
wanted," said Cochran. "But
I was very happy that I took
first place."
A year ago while at Freeport
High School in Pennsylvania,
Cochran succeeded on and
off the track. She is the record
holder in the 100, 200 and 400
meter dash, the 4xlO0-meter
relay, long jump, and earned
the most points in a single
season. She won nine league
and six state medals, including the 2004 gold medal for the
400-meter dash, while being
a member of the National
Honor Society for her academic
standards.
Cochran believes she Is able
to be a force on the track and a
valuable member of the team
simply through hard work and
preparation.

"I believe I have a good
work ethic and endurance
that helps me to be prepared,"
Cochran said.
Cochran has placed in the
top three the past three meets
and doesn't seem to be slowing down any time soon. The
young sprinter's accomplishments thus far are what has
assistant coach Clive Roberts
believing in endless possibilities.
Roberts says that Cochran
has the potential to compete
nationally sometime in the
near future, possibly even as
soon as early next season.
"She just started thisyearand
has improved so much in such
little time that has the ability
to grow even more and compete at an even higher level."
Roberts said.
Roberts
believes
that
Cochran is a key component to
the success of the team, and a
contributor to what hopes to be
a successful season.
"She puts on great individual
effort and has such a positive
attitude," Roberts said.
"She just puts herself in
position to succeed each time
gets out there, and if she keeps
improving, she can be hard
to beat."
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Bowling is fun, yet competitive in BG Future is bright for
versatile freshman
MARSCHALI.FR0MPAGE8

problem at New London, where
he was a two-lime All-Ohio
selection, but certainly not to
the extent seen this season.
"I've got to work on keeping
my hands off and moving my
feet and playing smarter," he
said. "I'm trying to make a play
that's not there."
For now, he'll receive a pass,
because it's hard to fault a
young player for trying to make
big plays. But when he's on the
floor. Marschall has impressed

teammates with his deft post
moves and solid mid-range
game. Still, he's got room to
grow, as he has yet to grow
into a formidable rcbounder or defensive presence in
the paint.
"F.rik is going to have a good
future here if he keeps on working on the game and keeps adding aspect to it," said Mawel
Soler, a senior on the team.
"He needs to keep working
on stepping outside because he
can beat post players off the
wing because he's so athletic."

Sammy to say so-long
Ionian Flower BG News

KINGPIN: Kevin Kaighin bowls a couple frames yesterday night at The Varsity Lanes on Main Street. Kaighin is a regular on Wednesdays at
college ID night. As bowling gains popularity in BG, Varsity Lanes and Al-Mar Lanes feature a college ID night during the weekdays.
BOWLING, FROM PAGE 8

HulYee, also the MACIreshman
Player of the Year for women'ssoccer, says it's not all fun and games
once the Ixills start rolling.
"Bowling isn't as physical as
soccer, but it can definitely get
very competitive," Yee said. "It's
also only $7 to bowl and comes
with a slice of pizxa and a drink.
But I mosdy go to hang out with
my friends and to play something
somewhat competitive while
having a hit of fun."
Varsity lanes has been owned
and operated by Jay and Karen
Young for about two years, and
lay has been affiliated with Varsity
lanes for almost 15 years.
"The college student business is
very good here," Young said. "Wife
average about 70 to flu students
for college night during the week
and we also do a lot of fraternity
and sorority nights as well."
Along with its college, fraternity aiid sorority nights, Varsity
lanes also hosts many otiier
notable events.
"We host a PBA tournament
here every year, where a lot of
the elite bowlers come in," Young

said. "VVe also host the largest
Special Olympics Pro Am in the
cnunlr) where |Ki>ple come in
and have a chance to bowl with
die professional bowlers."
Young was die head coach of
die BGSU bowling team when it
was still in existence and believes
diat the recent rising popularity
of die sport should encourage the
University to form another team.
like Varsity Lanes, Al-Mar
Lanes is also affiliated with the
Professional Bowlers Association
(PBA), and will host the largest
senior-regional tournament in
die United States, the Central
Region Dyno-Thane Senior
Championship this summer.
Bill Wamnies. owner of Al-Mar
Lanes, would also like to see the
University bring back a bowling
program because of the popularity the sport is gaining among
BGSU students and kids all over
die country.
"The University is huge part
of our business here," Wammes
said. "We're very supportive of
all the athletic teams at BGSU.
Dan Dakich and Greg Brandon
are good friends of mine and we
try to support all the athletic pro-

colege students into die community." junior Marissa Killel
said. The prices are reasonable
and it's a good way to take your
mind oil of die stress of classes.
Bowling is pretty much die most
amazing s|xirt out there, besides
checricading."
With other varsity sports, like
football, baseball and basketball,
already having been established
at die high school and college level for main years now.
bowling is a sport thai is just
beginning to gain steam and is
becoming accepted as a varsity
sport at many high schools and
colleges Mostly due In the fai I
that bowling alley owners like
lay Young and Bill Wamnies run
successful businesses where students can have fun and compete
in the game they may bale loved
as a child.
"Bowling is a popular activity and it's something that
everyone can do." Young said.
"Mostly everyone goes bowling
at a young age and now that high
schools and some colleges are
making it an official varsity sport
only makes our business and the
sport itself better."

grains, as well as die University
bowling class in the fall."
VVammes started working at AlMar lanes in 1971 as a part-time
employee and when die original
owners put it up for sale in 1989,
Wartimes, also a real-estate broker at die time, jumped on the
opportunity and bought Al-Mar
on May 16,1989.
But for Wamnies, owning
his own bowling alley hasn't
always been as glamomus as it
may seem.
"We had a horrible fire' here
on Dec. 12,2000 when a ball polisher over-heated and caught on
fire while we were still o|ien during die day," Wamnies said. "We
remodeled the damaged areas
and reopened in August of 2001."
Al-Mar Lanes bounced back
from the fire and now, like Varsity
Lanes, also feature a college night
during the week on Thursday's
with various bowling and
food specials
Al-Mar lanes also have cosmic bowling on Friday's and
Saturdays, which attracts many
BGSU students.
"1 like cosmic bowling because
it is a good way to integrate

Sosa rejects Nationals'
offer, agent says the
free agent will retire
By Ronald Blum
IHl ASSOCHHD PRESS

Sammy Sosa probably will retire
after rejecting an offer from the
Washington Nationals.
"It's more than likely we have
seen him in a uniform for the
last time." Sosa's agent. Adam
Katz. said yesterday.
The 37-year-old outfielder
ranks fifth on the career home
run list with 588 but batted .221
with II homers and 45 RBIs last
year in his only season with the
Baltimore Orioles,
Washington offered Sosa a
non-guaranteed contract that
would have included performance bonus opportunities.
"It wasn't about the money
and it wasn't about No. 600,"
Katz said. "It was a function of

Sammy's expectation of his own
performance. I le didn't want to
go out there and underperform
like he did last year because it
was just too painful for him, and
it's just something he doesn't
want to go through again."
Sosa became a free agent after
last season and will not go on a
formal retirement list.

He is not likely to play for
the Dominican Republic in
next month's inaugural World
Baseball Classic.
"The inclination is not lo, but
it's unresolved," Katz said.
After beginning his major
league career with the Texas
Rangers in 1989. Sosa was traded lo the Chicago White Sox. He
was dealt to the Chicago Cubs in
1992 and became a star and fan
favorite, captivating the county ill 1998 when he and Mark
McGwire dueled to break Roger
Maris' season homer mark of
61. McGwire hit 70 that year,
and Sosa finished with B6. Barry
Bonds became the record-holder when he hit 73 in 2001.
Sosa wore out his welcome in
Chicago in 2004 and was dealt
to Baltimore after the season.
" I 'm su re somet h i ng w i II work
out for him," Cubs manager
Dusty Baker said earlier yesterday. "I certainly don't think he's
through. Injuries have hurt him
the last couple of years. I'm hoping he gets a job."
Baker said the chase for fiOO
could motivate Sosa to play.
"That's definitely something
you got to consider," he said.
"Thai's mighty close to a major

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

1062 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green

352-9055

SATORDAY

TOMORROW

KROGER PLAZA
w* «••

BIG FRICKIN'
PAYOUT SERIES

TAKE A KID TO
THE GAME NIGHT
■ ALL KIDS 13 and under get in FREE
when accompanied by a paid Adult!

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

PRESENTED BY

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. ffA - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers -1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

m
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1-877BGSU TICKET
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SUNDAY NIGHT!'

Management Inc.
Hein/site
710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apl.

I'm lovin' it

SKATE WITH THE

IOX2hiimc» Aie

1 & 2hdrms/3bdrmT»nh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condilion/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdrni./Internet special/
Carport*/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

• ONE lucky fan will have a shot
at $10,000!

» Offer only available at the gate «

ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

■ The first 500 fans will receive
a FREE Falcon Stress Puck!

Management inc.
Hillsdale Apts.

EGSUFALC0NS.COM
JJUDU
BBSIf
u •*
,
a Not
0ti
VS.
'S
MJ

Dishwasher/GarbageDispoul
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 bdrnis.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

/ttfEfcCA
Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close to downtown

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
215 E. Poe
BIT, I txlrm / 2 hdrms
Starting M $255/mo
Laundry on site

$5-7:00PMF

\ f<aaii

mnunnnn

TOM0BBOW

FOR MORE INFO. £ajilu
SATIfSnSV
419-372-4376 *
nUAY
7:0SPM

15 minule walk to campus
BGSU Bus Roule

/CJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

TICKET OUTLETS:

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Belli
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www johnnewloverealestate.com

■ University Bookstore
■ BGSU Ice Arena ■ Game Night Only

rena

Stop by th« Office
at 1045 N.Main St
or check website

www.mecca'
lor complete listing

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

1 0 Thursday. February 16. 2006
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For Rent

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

{JJ3FY?>

brought to you by

Attention early childhood education
majors: Need pan-time child care.
419-353-1463

Services Offered
ENJOY A SPA MANICURE & SPA
PEDICURE COMBO FOR ONLY
$40 (A $15 savings) with Brittany at
Hair Unlimited. 993 S Main St.. Ste.
B. BG Call 419-354-1645 or 419494-1660 to schedule your appointment today
Looking tor a summer babysitter7
Senior in education - lots ot experience. Infants to school age. Hex.
schedule, reliable transportallon,
With love lor children. 419-704-6740

Personals
TAN UNTIL SPRING BREAK FOR
$25' SEMESTER UNLIMITED $59
CAMPUS TANNING 352-7889

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to $300 day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Best Summer Job • Ever!
Spend spring & summer outdoors in a garden1 Gel a work-out & tan& get paid1 Oak Park Landscape &
Waler Garden Center is hiring lull &
part-time positions lor the upcoming
season To quality you should be a
people-person1, willing to learn, 8
available to work weekends. Send
resume to Oak Park. 3131 Wilkins
Rd.. Swanton, Ohio 43558 or call
lor an appointment 419 825-1438
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPT
IS HIRING SEASONAL
MAINTENANCE STAFF.
STARTING WAGE $8.00
PER HOUR COMPLETE
AN APPLICATION IN THE
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
304 N CHURCH ST BOWLING
GREEN. OH 43402 MONDAYFRIDAY FROM BA-4:30P.
APPLICATION DEADLINE:
FRIDAY, MARCH 3RD
EEOAA

CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPT
IS HIRING
SEASONAL MAINTENANCE
STAFF. STARTING WAGE
$8.00 PER HOUR
COMPLETE AN APPLICATION IN
THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
304 N. CHURCH ST
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
MONDAY-FRIDAY
FROM 8A-4:30P.
APPLICATION DEAOLINE:
FRIDAY, MARCH 3RD
EEO/AA

1 bdrm., A/C. D/W avail, now & smr/
fall 06. 9 4 12 mo. leases $395 mo
& 1 mo. deposit No pets 854 8th
St. 419-392-3354.

12 mo. avail.in May W/D, C/A, 1 1/2
baths. 4 bdrm.. 2 car garage S1350
mo. plus dep. 419-836-7674 or 419360-6060.
3 bdr home, looking to renl i bdrm.
Walk to campus W/D d/wash cable
TV, internet, off street parking Avail
Now $360 & ulil 440-724-4637.

ACROSS
4 bdrm house available May '06
W/D. 2 full baths. $1400 mo.
419-787-7577.

PART TIME WORK
512.75 base appt flex, sched.. all
majors welcome. All ages 18*. sales
svc, Conditions apply. Call M-F
419-861-6134.

For Sale
Beautiful Home for Sale.
3* bdrms.. 2 1/2 baths, great room
with fire place, formal dining rm., Ig
eat in kitchen, office, finished basement and more 1202 Bourgogne
BG 419-352-1035

424 E. Wooster. Lg. 3 bdrm. apt.
Available Fall. 2006. $900 mo.
Utilities included 419-352-5882.
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

www.bgapafim8nls.com
Clough St. 5 bdrm house. 2 bath,
close to downtown and campus.
51500 mo • utilities. 419-340-2500.
Copper Beech townhouse. Private
bdrrrvfoathrm, free cable/DSL inter-

For Rent
"HfiUSfls Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E. Merry «C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E Merry
2bdrm 304E.CourtUp*326 Leroy Dn
Aots.1 & 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E. Merry
» More see Canyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Apts. & mis avail now. low as $199
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For Rent

For Rent

PERRY LAKE VILLAGE
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDENTS WELCOME
1. 2, 3 BEDROOMS $499 - $699
413-874 7274 OR 1-888 544 4647

Sublsr needed, ibdrm.. 1 bath. 228
1/2 S. Coiege. apl J. $395/mo
Tenant pays elec gas $20 mo. Pets
welcome. 1/2 blk. from BGSU. Call
Tricia 419-494-4300.

For Rent

i and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only

3'4 bedroom available May
$800 mo. 640 S Summit St
419-308-9905.

. 419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10-2M- F
www.bgaoanmenls.cflm

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

LG 2 BR FURN TOWNHOUSE.
VAULTED CEILINGS. SPIRAL
STAIRCASE. GARAGE. DWASH,
A/C. CALL 352-1104.

Georgetown Manor 800 3'St.
I & 2 Bedioom Aporfmenh

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, trom 8/15'06-8/15'07. Rent
is $350/month • utilities. Call Kristi
lor details at 419-494-6911
Subleaser Needed
Big. Spacious House
$275 mo. . utilities 330-701-8575

Summer rmtes needed. Fully turn.
3 bdrms . 2 baths Close to campus.
$400 mo. incl. utll. 419-262-1368.
Three Bedroom Houses for Rent
12 mo lease • starting May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $720 * ulil.
605 5th St. A - $720 ♦ ulil.
609 5th St. - S915 + ulil
419-352-8917

Gas, Water, & Sewer paid.

The "Blue House" 616 F St.

WHSITT SQUAPtf

N

t

H

D was

1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

133.5 H. Church St.
2 Bedioom Apartments

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease

Downtown, Newly remodeled

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

135 H. Church St.
3 Bedroom House
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

CONTACT LUCIE 419-354-9740

.

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150

Greenbriar

Rentals
522 E, Merry

f

THE
TANNING
CENTER

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

J

2 Bedroom Apts,
112 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

904 E Wooster
419- 352-3588

; 2 FREE VISITS
i with any 10 visit
i package purchase

I'm""

in the standard
i beds only &9Mi m>

THE HEAT
r- 5 beds. 1 booth
L closest to campus

| in Mill

r- 5 beds. 2 booths
L appt. available

'mo

r-17 beds. 2 booths
L no appt. needed

UNDERWORLD: EVOLUTION|R| 130700
END OF THE SffAR(f6-ll] 1 30 4 15 7 10 9 46
BROHEBACK MDUNTAIMia) 1 004 00 7 00 9 55
FUN WITH DICK > JANE IM-ISI 100 3 10
520 7:30 9.40
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE IPOI I 15 7 00
CURIOUS GEORGE|S| I 00 3 05 5 10 7 15 9.20
. THE PINK PANTHERiro) I 45 4 30 7:00 9:30
FIREWALL |I1M3|
130 4 15 7:00940
FINAL DESTINATION 3IRI
1003 10520
7:30 9 50
. WHEN A STRANGER CALL Si PG 111 100
310 5 20730940
BIG MOMMA'S HOUSE 2 (PC-HI 1:45430
7:00 9 30
ANNAPOLIS (PC-ill
4:15 9 30
NANNT MCPHEE(PC| 100 3155307 451000

■ %%,//»? <o

•
•
•
•
•

•*-'i-Khl

THE RINGER IPO-HI
5:10 7:109:20
V0URS. MINE AND OURS(PCI5 00 7:10920

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
419-354-1559

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
0l0R»R0»Dtra)
410 950

"

S0UTHSI0E LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
419-353-8826

aa4

Parly room available for birthday
I". .-< Ii * nr M iw111 group*
Call for ini.i.inin i..ii

in i'ii/ii

no hidden tees no credit ca*d required

<»o6 INTKRSTATK DKIVI
Kvil i5«H'"mcrof |.-5ani| m

AM, STADIUM SEATING

For Rental Information:

419-353-7715 t=J

Starting at $g{JQ

r.

J

KAPLAN

1 800 KAI* I'l-.S'l

Policing and Laundry Facilities

5

-

■

s

1
1

N
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Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty

NOW LEASING 2006-2007

FREE HEAT

ANSWERS

Quiet Tenants Desired

• Ground floor ranch

• Pets welcome!

45 "Xanadu" band
46 Part 3 of quote
49 Look
with
eyes
partially
closed
51 Barcelona aunt
52 Halos
53 Byrnes or Roush
56 McClurg and Brickell
60 Shade tree
61 End of quote
64 Never in Nuremberg
65 Polishes the prose
66 Baby's first word, maybe
67 Culbertson of bridge
68 Cowboys' showcases
69 Part of PA.

' II H.Ill u S( OKI S (ill \R ANT1 I II OR YOtIR MON1-Y B \< K"

On selected floor plans

• Spacious kitchen

Elitist
Polish capital
_-relie.
Jack ot talk shows
Operatic style
Gardner of "Mogambo"
Start of Martin Van Buren quote
Cath. orProt.
Carved pole
Clerical vestment
Val d'_, France
Dove's call
Fictitious name
Part 2 of quote
Drs." group
Northern
Madonna hit, "La _ Bonita"
Type of toast
Prohibit
Ink ingredient
"Lonely Boy" singer
Slight degrees of color

Brazilian state
Caught sight of
Nobel letters
In-house »
Response
Pretentious
Rhone feeder
Chickenlike bird
Checked out
Unit of force
Extinct bird
Cantor and Luptno
Finishes
RBI or ERA
Med. care plan
Battleship letters

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.hiahlandmqmt com

From Only $475!

• Patio

1
5
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
33
34
35
38
40
41
42
43

Kind of curl
Allied org.
Drying kiln
Rifle part
Existed
Diva's number
Cambodian currency
Saxony people
Nova Scotia hrs
Courting
Part of
the Arctic
Ocean
Cartoonist Tex
39
Oregon's capital
41
One-celled organism
43
J.D. Rockefeller's 1870 44
company
Spanish eye
Feel unwell
Lady of Spam
Portent
Discuss frankly
Planetary path
Form of bingo
Scope
Caron film
In a short time

net. $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec & water Immed occup. (4401 328-9074

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

• Private entrance

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
36
37

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355
419-352-0590.

International health lirm needs distributors. Six figure ♦ income potential. Call lor info. 419-409-0090.

ing positions available. For interview
and more information call Tim Dunn
419-409-1942

12
13
18
23

3 bdrm. house. One block from
campus Avail. May 06. W/D & AC.
One year lease for $1,000/month
Call 419-787-7577.

Get Paid To Drive A Brand New Car
Earn $800-$3200 a month lo drivel
www.freedriverkey.com

Summer concession stand supervis-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

^44rfjjJpJaJ»i(V-^

RENT.PC HI
WALK THE LINE |PG-131

4:157:009:40
4:007:00940

CHICKEN LITTLEIGI
RUMOR HAS IT... (PO-UI

5:107:109:10
5:207:209:30

ifWODl

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
and

Tanning
Washer & Dryer
Shuttle
Ethernet
Pool & Hot Tub
MUCH MUCH MORE!!!

A

O 419-353-5100
706 Napoleon Rd. • v/ww.CollegeParkWeb.com

• DMMf«M*

Ridge Manor Apartments

UAO Presents

2 Bedroom Townhouses

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Stating 4590,^
• gsi M iMfc

Frazee Ave. Apartments
2 Bedroom Apts.
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Kyle Patrick with Special Guest
ArmorHill
Live@ the Black Swamp Pub
in the Student Union
Thursday,
February 16, 2006
Time: 8pm
Admission is Free!!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Sponsored by UAO
www.bgsu.edu/olfice/uao
372-2486

Call 419-3541-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

MLK Celebration 2006 ■ Is Graduate School for You?
A look at Segregation/Discrimination/Prejudice 30 years ago and Today ■ What Does Presidents Day mean to Minorities?

MISSION STATEMENT

•

•

The mission of the Obsidian is to represent and report on the diverse multicultural community at
Bowling Green State University, inclusive of all ethnic, cultural, gender and lifestyle populations on campus.
It should strive to explore issues, personalities, and events that are relevant
and important to the multicultural community at Bowling Green State University,
not only serving those individuals, but also acting as an informational conduit
to the greater University population
The multicultural community of Bowling Green State University can be defined to include, but not limited to:
African American, Hispanic, International, Asian and Pacific Island, Native American students and individuals,
and people of under-represented groups related to gender identity.

History In The Making!
Editor-in-Chief: Summer Donaldson

Although African Americans have resided in America since colonial times,
it was not until the 20th century that their presence and dedication to this
country was added to the history books. It all started with the reorganization
of black history during 1926. "Negro History Week" was created by
Dr. Carter G. Woodson. The Harvard graduate was disturbed by the absence
of information on the black American population in history books. Woodson
created "Negro History Week" to celebrate the birthday's of Frederick Douglas
and Abraham Lincoln. In an effort to educate the nation on the contributions
of black people throughout American history, Woodson founded the
Journal of Negro history and the Study of Afro-American Life and History
Association. We solute Dr. Carter G. Woodson for his dedication to bringing
awareness to blacks in America. We also honor the late Coretta Scott King.
She was the wife of the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and an international
civil rights activist. What mark will you make in history?
Don't Forget to check the Obsidian iONLINE!
Log On At:http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/pub/obsidian/site/index.htm

"We have a lot more work
to do in our common
struggle against bigotry
and discrimination. I say
'common struggle'because
I believe very strongly that
all forms of bigotry atu^
discrimination are equally
wrong and should be opposed
by right-thinking Americans
everywhere. Freedom from
discrimination based on
sexual orientation is surely
a fundamental human right
in any great democracy, as
much as freedom from racial,
religious, gender, or ethnicdiscrimination."
— Coretta Scott King —
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Summer Donaldson, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A LOOK AT SEGREGATION: THEN AND NOW.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL: WHO'S READY?
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RG CELERRATES KWANZAA
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PRESIDENT'S DAY: WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
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MINORITY PROFILE: GREG DICKERSON
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summerd@bgnet.bgsu.edu

lowcb@bgnel.bgsu.edu

Derrell Groce, DESIGNER/PHOTO'GRAPHER
dgroce@bgnel.bgsu.edu

ONE QUESTION: 20 ANSWERS

Page 9

FREE EXPRESSIONS
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MLK 2000: CELERRATION OF A LEGEND

Page n

REDUCE STRESS & MANAGE YOUR TIME

Page 12

We, the people." It is a very eloquent beginning.
But when that document [the Preamble to
the US Constitution] was completed on the
seventeenth of September in 1787 I was
not included in that "We, the people." I
felt somehow for many years that George
Washington and Alexander Hamilton, just left
me out by mistake. But through the process of
amendment, interpretation and court decision I
have finally been included in "We, the people."

— Barbara C. Jordan —

jacbris@bgncl.bgsu.edii

Janeen Morgan,COPY CHIEF/WRITER
jdmorg(i@bgncl. bgsu. edii

Alexa Milks, ADVERTISING MANAGER
riverap@bgnel. bgsu. cdu

Staff expectations
w Ink- the ()bsidian is publication thai has stood the
test of time, we realize thai this success did not come
about by chance. This publication is i representation
of the minority voice on campus and therefore
requires much dedication. We ask thai the staff be
committed to the publication, always present their
input, and above all have fun!

a look at

N0R
'
*
I ||^£££*£j^^| | 30 years ago and"'• S^^/ewaV/r/u
today
Prejudice

By Sarah C. Davis

Obsidian Creative Writer
Have the acts ot segregation, discrimination, and prejudice
changed over the past thirty years
for African Americans in today's
society?
Throughout history, Blacks
have come a long way. Meaning
that this ethnic group has overcome many ot the obstacles placed
before them through struggles ot
freedom, equality, and acceptance
by white people in society.
Segregation, discrimination,
and prejudice are very powerful
terms that can be used to depict
African American history. These
terms also ring a strong echo and
bring disturbing visualizations
to mind for Black people. From
fighting battles to integrate white
only' restrooms and drinking
fountains to public offices, and
most importantly public schools,
we as a people have fought long
and hard to gain the privileges that
were promised to us through the
thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth
amendments.
Ratfied on December 12.
1855, the thirteenth amendment,
abolished slavery, the fourteenth
amendment ratified on June 13,
1869, granted citizenship to people
that were once enslaved, and the
fifteenth amendment ratified in
February of 1870, guaranteed black
men the right to vote. If these are
the true dates that granted African
Americans these freedoms, then
why is it that we are still fighting
for all of these rights today?
All over America, Black
Americans are working on average
forty hours per week in business
offices, factories, and other public
facilities all for the value of labor
at minimum wage (slave wage) in
order to feed families. These same

people are working hard to get the
same financial stabilities, job securities, and educational opportunities
as whites in this society. Even still,
Blacks are fighting for the right
to have their votes and opinions
for the betterment of our people
counted but continuously lose that
right through the political systems
here in America.
The question that faces many
minorities in this generation is that
are these efforts going unnoticed?
Looking back on the history of
African Americans and the struggles
that they faced and over came in
the past, makes it tough to see
the progress that we as a people
are making today. Some African
Americans feel as though the
progress being made today is hard
to see.
"Things haven't changed at all".
said senior Nia Copeland. "People
still refer to each other as black
or white when we are all humans.
Everyone doesn't understand that".
These views are expressed
today mainly because segregation,
discrimination, and prejudice do
exist in our society. These terms are
present and acted out in our society
and some people see it as though
they are bluntly used while others
see these terms presently used in
more concealed ways.
While some people feel as
though African Americans are targeted bluntly or in more concealed
ways with segregation, discrimination, and prejudice, others feel as
though African Americans are not
targeted but use these acts as a
crutch in society and thus limit
ourselves to more freedoms and
inequalities.
"I believe that segregation is
practiced Hi the black community,"

said junior Candice Ervin. "Today
blacks seem unwilling to diversify
what is considered black culture.
We. including all people, must be
inclusive in order to see pluralism
in our society."
So the question remains,
is all of the hard work by Black
people going unnoticed in today's
society, or is it that we as a people
are allowing our hard work to go
unnoticed?
The fact remains that African
Americans are still in a continuous fight to gain the same rights,
freedoms and equalities as whites
in our society. Even with all of
the accomplishments that African
Americans have made from thirty
years ago to the present, we are still
fighting. Though the fight may not
be as intense and may not require
as much labor as it required thirty
years ago, we are still fighting.
Yes -- segregation, discrimination, and prejudice are present in
today's society. No - the hard work
of African Americans is not going
unnoticed in today's society, at least
not by Black people. Yes- Blacks
are still struggling in the same fight
for freedoms, equality, and
acceptance of white people in
today's society.
All of these truths are what
make African Americans such a
strong group of people. It's not
the fact that we have overcome
obstacles but the fact that we are in
a continuous fight. No matter how
much segregation, discrimination,
and prejudice we face as a people,
we will fight for what we believe
in. we will overcome and we will
succeed.

Things haven 1 changed at oil. People still refer to
each other as hlach or white when we're all humans.
Everyone doesn't understand that.
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UOU?

By David Marotta

Obsidian Staff Writer
What are your plans alter you
graduate? That is a question every
college senior will be asked at
some point. While many college
students may have a good idea on
what they would like to do, a large
number ot students are still unsure
about their future. Many college
seniors are facing a difficult decision on whether or not to enter the
real world or to further their education, upon gradation.
Some of the key reasons people choose to get a graduate degree
are: knowledge, fame, personal
fulfillment, more money and opportunities. In many cases, a graduate
degree does pay off. According to
recent surveys, Americans with a
graduate degree earn an average of
35 percent to 50 percent more than
those with only a bachelor's degree,
according to the Gradview website.
Although there are definitely
benefits to earning a master's
degree, graduate school may not be
the best choice for everyone.
"It's a big time commitment.
You really have to think about how
much money you're giving up to
pursue your education,'' said Mike
McKeon Jr. a graduate student
at BGSU, who is a working on
a Master of the Arts in College
Student Personnel.
According to the most recent
Bowling Green State University
Senior Survey, 54 percent of
graduating seniors said they plan
on earning a master's or doctoral
degree upon graduation, with about
another 8 percent planning to future
their education in some fashion.
Only 14 percent of the students said
that they have no plans of pursuing
any type of higher education. The
other 24 percent said they were

unsure of their future education
plans.
For several professions such
as, physicians, veterinarians and
lawyers an extra degree is required.
However, there are several professions that look for experience over
book knowledge.
"Going to grad school would
help in the sense that I wouldn't
have to worry about filling the void
of not having that extra degree.
However, in my field work, experience out weighs a MBA..'' said
Brennen Smith, a senior majoring
in Supply Chain Management at
BGSU.
Although Smith will be entering the work force upon graduating,
he does plan on pursing his MBA
in ten years, after he has obtained
more work experience.
"Salary wise, I want to be
in the upper echelon of management, and in order to be the upper
echelon, you need an M.B.A," Smith
said.
Smith also feels that this
choice will make him more appealing to graduate schools in the
future.
"I'd like to go to a really good
graduate school. There are a lot
of graduate schools that I could
get into now like Bowling Green or
Wayne State; however, I want to go
to a place like Northwestern. The
top schools would like for you to
have some work experience," Smith
said.
"I asked myself, are you
focused enough to spend all
this money on graduate school?
[College] is serious and expensive.
Are you focused?' My answer was
no! I need to take two years off,
get focused and then continue on,"

said Jennifer Brown, a Business
Administration major at BGSU
The decision of whether or not
to attend graduate school maybe
more difficult, for some students
than lor others.
If a student is unsure of their
future goals, graduate school may
not be the best decision. It's usually
recommended that students who are

courses. It is not for people who are
in a hurry to get a real job."
"I'm trying to wait it out and
see which option is best," said
Da'Vina Ellens, an Interpersonal
Communications major at BGSU
Ellens said that the opportunities to make more money, receive
more knowledge and have a higher
educational status are among her

According to the most recent Bowling Green State
University Senior Survey 54 percent of graduating seniors
said they plan on earning a master's or doctoral
degree upon graduation, with about another 8 percent
planning to future their education in some fashion.
Only 14 percent of the students said that they have no
plans of pursuing any type of higher education.
The other 24 percent said they mere unsure
of their future education plans.

unsure ot their future plans should
wait before they decide to further
their education.
In an article on gradschool.
about.com Phil Agre writes,
"Graduate school is training in
research. It is for people who love
research, scholarship, and teaching for their own sake and for the
difference they can sometimes make
in the world. It is not for people who
simply want more undergraduate

reasons for considering continuing
her education.
Although money is usually a
major reason for students to attend
graduate school, it can also be a
reason why many chose not to.
"I'm not sure if I want to be
broke for two more years," said
Ellens, "you don't need a master's
for everything."
McKeon said that if he had
decided to start a career after

receiving his bachelor's degree
he would most likely be earning a
salary around the $50,000 a year
range. Instead McKeon is working
as a graduate hall doctor, earning
a salary close to 59,000 a year.
McKeon feels that his decision will
pay off.
Some students maybe turned
off by a graduate school's reputation.
"[Graduate school) seems pretty boring," Ellens said. "With college you expect it to be a challenge
but it is also fun and memorable but
is grad school memorable? I really
don't hear good stories about it."
Another benefit of graduate
school is that it allows a person to
make a complete career change.
After graduating or receiving work
experience many people may decide
that their current field is no longer
for them.
While McKeon states that
the opportunity to make a career
change was among his reasoning for immediately continuing his
education, other students see it as a
reason to wait.
Ultimately, the decision of what
to do after graduating is something
that each individual has to make on
their own.
"Look at your field and see
what the make up of your field is
like. For some people it's best to
go to graduate school right away,
for others its better to go out and
get work experience. For me, the
best choice is to go out and get that
work experience," Smith said, when
asked what advice he would like to
give graduating seniors.
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BGSU Celebrates KWANZAA: AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN HOLIDAY
By Janeen Morgan

Obsidian Copy Chief Creative Writer
If I mentioned the term
"Black Friday", it wouldn't ring a
bell. But if I said it was the day
after Thanksgiving where people
generally go shopping. The malls
are crowded with people who
spend massive bucks buying
early Christmas gifts This term
could also be given to the day
after Christmas, where the most
sells of retailers come from-even
if Christmas doesn't fall on a
Thursday. On December 26, a
person can either opt to shop or
they can begin to celebrate the
seven-day the African-American
holiday, Kwanzaa.
Born in the 1960s,
Kwanzaa is an African-American
cultural holiday that was developed
by Dr. Maulana Ron Karenga. This
holiday was originally celebrated
December 26,1966, but if it would
only be celebrated only 1 day, then
the seven principles or Nguzo Saba
would not be recognized.
So, to unsure that all seven
principles would be recognized,
the holiday is celebrated Dec.
26-Jan 1 of each year with each
day focusing on the 7 principles.
Based from the Swahili phrase
matunda ya kwanza or first fruits,
the holiday of Kwanzaa is the first
harvest celebrations practiced in
different cultures in Africa today. In
an attempt to enforce togetherness
to African culture, create a common
ground for Africans, remember the
seven principles and the ability for
Africans and African-Americans
celebrate together and carry out the
spirit of the holiday, Kwanzaa was

developed.
In the early part of December
2005, Bowling Green State
University had its own Kwanzaa
celebration, sponsored by the
Center for Multicultural Academic
Initiatives, CMAI. Held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union- an evening of fine
arts, history and celebration of the
Kwanzaa holiday was presented. It
was a lovely event, set with hot soul
food and nice hospitality; it was a
night to remember. This wonderful event was held on December 6,
2005, starting at 6pm and lasting
until about 8pm, we enjoyed an
array of performances, ranging
from singing to a special tribute,
appropriately sang by Mrs. Shelia
Brown and Harmony & Soul for the
late Dr. Louis Djisovi Eason, entitled
"You've got a friend".
The crowd was welcomed by
Dr. Bettina Shufford, Asst. VP of
the CMAI. Flowing well, the evening
proceeded gracefully. Right before
the program ended, we were
delighted with a special presentation by Mrs. Angela Jennings of
Demark, South Carolina. She had
brought to share with us SanKofa,
the Museum on Wheels. Coming all
this way, Mrs. Jennings thought it
was important for us to see her
presentation on the artifacts that
steam all the way back to the
1800s. Some of these things
include original slave and tax
receipts inventions, and details of
the emancipation days. Being the
founder and curator of this traveling
museum, she thought it would be

good for her have this be a
representation of taking what's good
from the past to use it towards
the present to have great use for
the future by the knowledge. All in
all, this was a great addition to the program and I think if something
like this is added to the program in
order to gain a better understanding
of the Kwanzaa holiday.
"Kwanzaa to me means that
a person has to go back. It's the
first fruits and if you don't know
those first fruits, then it's nothing.
You have to know where you came
from. You have to reach back," said
Denmark, in response to how she
felt about Sankofa and its
connection to Kwanzaa.
We should learn to
appreciate and take time out from
the commercialized Christmas
holiday and celebrate one of our
own, Kwanzaa.

Hwanzaa to me means that
a person has to go bach.
It's the first fruits and if you don't
hnoui those first fruits, then
it's nothing Vou have to
hnouj inhere you came from
Vou have lo reach bach!

WHAT DOES
PRESIDENTS'
:
^^ DAY MEAN TO
^~ MINORITIES?
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By Sarah C. Davis

Obsidian Creative Writer
The observance ol Presidents'
Day in the United States is reminiscent of the idealisms surrounding
the word freedom in the sense that
this holiday seems to have a different meaning for many different
people. Depending on your perspective or educational background.
Presidents' Day is intended to honor
either or both George Washington
and Abraham Lincoln, honor all
American presidents, or in the case
of some minority students, the holiday is seen as just another day.
"Presidents Day doesn't mean
anything to me I don't believe I
was properly educated on why it
should be celebrated. To me it's just
another day," sophomore, Nikolette
Barnes said.
Since 1971 the day of celebration of Presidents' Day has had
several different interpretations and
meanings for the dedication of this
holiday. One of the common interpreted reasons for the celebration of
this holiday is to honor the lifetime
accomplishments of these former
presidents. These accomplishments
include George Washington being
the first president of the United
States and Abraham Lincoln issuing
the Emancipation Proclamation that

"ended slavery".
Some minority students feel as
though these accomplishments are
not worth being celebrated. During
the early stages of the Civil War
Abraham Lincoln made a statement about his opposition of the
abolitionist wing's pressure for a
proclamation to end slavery.
"My paramount objective is to
save the Union, and not either to
save or destroy slavery." Abraham
Lincoln said. Lincoln proved that
his true intent was not to end
slavery through the Emancipation
Proclamation. The document, written on January 1,1863, went into
effect one hundred days later.
The document was not
enforced until the war was over and
was only intended to end slavery in
confederate states but not Arizona,
Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland,
Missouri, and Tennessee.
According to some,
Lincoln did not believe in racial
equality and believed that he saw
blacks as inferior and unable
to live in society with whites.
Thus being the reason he issued
the Emancipation Proclamation
simply to preserve a racist union.
According to others, Lincoln truly

did believe in freedom and equality. This argument follows Lincoln's
own words and actions including
his attempts to get the border states
to end slavery.
The issue of weather or not
Abraham Lincoln's true intent of the
Emancipation Proclamation was to
end slavery or not is not seen as
imperative to minorities because
it has been stated in history that it
didn't end slavery What is important to minority students is that
there has never been a President of
any ethnic minority. Because of this
minorities feel as though they have
not been truly granted the freedoms
of America nor the 'right' to honor
any of the Presidents of the United
States.
"Presidents Day doesn't really
mean anything to me because it's
not a reflection of 'my history' and
I think the only presidents that
really tried to make a difference for
African Americans are Kennedy and
Clinton and look where it got them,"
junior, Sharion Riley said.
What does this holiday mean to
minorities, well to each his own, so
you decide, what does this holiday
mean to you?

My paramount objective
is to save the Union, and
not either to save or
destroy slavery,
- Abraham Lincoln -
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By Shaneia Caldwell
Obsidian Staff Writer
The creator of an educational
superhero figure sits in his office at
Bowling Green State University.
Like the superhero that he has
created, Greg Dickerson wants to
save the day by alleviating issues
many young people face today;
speaking, thinking, reading, and
arithmetic, writing or as he would
like to put it STRAW.
Dickerson, who once held a
position as a program advisor for
Student Support Services
and is now an Academic Advisor
for College of Education and
Human Development has been the
president and co-founder of Straw
Edutainment since 1997.

reo" Dickerson

The company which is
stationed in Portage, Ohio,
produces educational products
for children called the Adventures
of Strawman and Dr. Warts.
Strawman is an African American
superhero who wages war against
the evils that would destroy all
hope, courage, and knowledge in
youth of today's society.
Dickerson who plays the lead
character Strawman, said as he was
growing up he didn't see any Black
heroes. "I created a black superhero
about 15 years ago," he said,
"It [strawman] was the result of
a need for more educational role
models.
The name of the educational
figure comes from straw; each letter
in the acronym "STRAW"
represents a fundamental skill that
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is required for personal and
professional success: Speaking,
Thinking, Reading, Arithmetic,
and Writing. WARTS is the acronym
STRAW spelled backwards:
Will Allow Roads To Success.
The production once traveled
to elementary schools to perform
but now all performances are
shown in video format.
Some of Dickerson goals for
the Adventures of Strawman and
Dr Warts are to further produce
• video series with Sesame Street
and Nickelodeon. "I feel that every
job and occupation is going to
require skills," said Dickerson
who graduated from BGSU with a
bachelors in criminal science and
masters in Technology education.
Dickerson plans to bring
the adventures of Strawman and
Dr. Warts to Bowling Green State
University. The series will be
produced by students in various
departments.
"All of the resources are right
here," he said "This would be a
huge internship for students to
participate while they are honing
their speaking, thinking, reading,
arithmetic, and writing skills."
The superhero was originally for minorities but it expanded.
Dickerson said the creation of
Straw Edutainment was a lifealtering event.
Along with Dickerson's' many
endeavors, he values the ability to
help others achieve their goals.
As an advisor, he is responsible
for recruiting students majoring
Education and Human Development
as well as helping students make
decisions about their academics.
"I could say one thing that
could keep students at the
university or one thing that could
discourage them," said Dickerson
while folding his arms and holding
a stern face.
"One bit of advice that I would
leave readers with is to always trust
God, always pursue your goals and
dreams and never settle for second
best," said Dickerson who is a
participant of Dinner Theatre and
advisor of Kappa Delta Pi Honorary
society for education.

uesLon:
1J20 answers
Justin Rulledge

Obsidian Staff Creative Writer '
The month ot February is Black History Month, a time in which we look back and remember
the men and women who worked tirelessly in their lives to make advancements in the African
American community, whether it was through science, math, the arts, education, or the Civil Rights
Movement. Though these men and women worked in different veins and in different ways they all
have one thing in common: their deeds and actions are now and will continue to echo through time.
In the spirit of making marks on the world here is the "20 Questions" section, but this issue has
a slight twist. Instead of asking twenty questions on a particular subject there is one question with
twenty responses. The responses below are taken from students around campus. They were asked
what mark they would like to leave on the world, or what they would want their legacy to be. Here

What mark would you like
to leave on the world, or
what would you want
your legacy to be?

they are, twenty responses to one good question.
Listed below are the aspirations and hopes of a mere fraction of the Bowling Green State
University student body. They have made their decisions in life. Now, what will your response to one
good question?

Q

I would like) to have
changed at least one person's life
tot the better and to have seen the
world in its true form.
N^ The mark I would like to
leave on the world would be a
reflection of my life experiences. I
want me legacy to be a reflection
ul individuality. I want to represent
a life of new beginnings because
I have been blessed to be offered
with so many chances in life. I
want my legacy to help those who
are lost find their purpose in life,
because we all have a purpose yet
some lose sight to that. I hope my
legacy leaves hope for everyone
that has experienced rough spells
and bad circumstances to stay on
the right path. I want my legacy
overall to leave a positive outlook
on life.
V^/ The mark I would love to
leave on the world is to be known
as a great journalist. (I would want]
to be one of the most looked up to
figures in the world of journalism,
and to be one of the best writers
Rolling Stone has ever hired.

V^ What I want to do was said
best in the web comic Queen of
Wands. "People say they're trying
to 'make their mark on the world'
before they die - that's another kind
of silly thing to say. You can't make
your mark on the world unless
you've got a bulldozer or know the
secret of making crop circles when
no one's looking. I figure if you're
going to leave your mark, you
should leave it with people, rather
than inanimate things. Leave it by
the words you say. or the things
you do. The good things and the
bad things. They go hand in hand. I
don't think there's a 'big mark' you
leave, so much as little ones, all
over the place..."
Vy I would just like to be known
as a good person in general; a Good
Samaritan, a good mom, a good
wife, a good daughter, a good
co-worker, and a good friend.
yj) The one thing I would like
to leave as a legacy is that I made
a difference in someone's life.
Whether it was because I helped
them or inspired them as long as
it was meaningful. I love to help
people the best I can and try to
make a difference in their life.

\Q I want to leave a book or
several, something I wrote, with my
name on it and a part of me in it.
vQ I guess I just want to help
people understand eating disorders
and help people who are afflicted
with them and make a huge contribution to that field
\Q [The mark that) I want to
leave is that I changed someone's
life for the better.

V^ lTne

mark would De know

'

l

"

ing that I was friends with as many
people as I could be, touching as
many people as possible.
v<f I don't really want a legacy...
but if I had to say one thing, it
would be my determination at my
amazing job of catching those who
do wrong.

Q

The only thing that I want in
life is to be a good friend to those
who may not have one. Sometimes
all you need in life is someone to
stand next to you when everyone
else seems miles away. I want to be
that one person that someone can
say "You were always there for me
and you changed my life."

Q

I will impact my generation
by spending my lifetime showing
them their full potential to live the
best lives they can live. It is my goal
to teach people how to strengthen
themselves and love who they are.
Through media, I will reach people
with my message, and in turn leave
my mark on the world. When I leave
this world, if I get people to think
differently. I will have accomplished
my goal.

\Q I would like to be remembered as a man who did the best he
could with what he had and made
as positive a mark as I could with
the time I was here.

v£ A mark that I would like to
leave on the world would be that I
was a very unique individual who
strived for excellence, and set many
goals in life and accomplished all
that I wanted, and was well liked by
many other people.

V^ If I left a legacy for the world
to remember me by it would be for
my family to remember my name
and to never forget the contributions I've made to the family and
in a sense to become immortal
through my family

©

[I would like to) travel and
discover all the various types of
cultures and worlds.

©

I would hope that one day
I would make some kind of break
through in our understanding of
human behavior. However, if this
is not possible (and even if it is) I
would like to be remembered by my
friends and family as a fun loving
and interesting person.

©

Since I am going to teach
high school, and that's when most
kids start not caring about anything,
I'd want to just encourage as manv,
of them as possible do something
positive with their lives.

v<; I would leave my creativity in
dance, liturgical dance (praise dancing) and by this I'm spreading the
word of Jesus Christ through song
and dance to the world.

a
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Celebrating Black History by Janeen Morgan

Oh yeah, February is here....the perfect month of love and lust, thought
Dayna to herself, walking back to her apartment fifteen minutes away
from campus. "Since I have a boyfriend, I can spend the first few weeks
planning things for us to do. We can go to the show, maybe get a hotel
room, maybe even go visit him in D.C.", Dayna, thinking to herself as

well WAIT A MINUTE, I AM BLACK AND
THERE SHOULD BE OTHER THINGS ON MY
MIND OTHER THAN VALENTINE'S DAY!
This is BLACK HISTORY

MONTH and the importance of

celebrating it needs to be known! In the words of Derrick Jones, Social
Justice Task Force and Rodgers Hall Director, "Sometimes this month is
remembered with great joy and sometimes great pain". Either way felt
with joy or pain, there is a great need for this month to be celebrated.
If we had a whole year and some, there still wouldn't be enough time to
share what each and every person from OUR history did and how they
paved the way for our world to be just what it is today. People like Dr.
Martin Luther King, Mrs. Coretta Scott King, Harriet Tubman, Madam"C.
J. Walker, Dr. Ben Carson, have paved the way for us to do the things we
do this day and age. Black America has come a long way from where we
were. Trailblazers like Spike Lee and Chris Robinson others have been the
first to start production companies and music for artists today. Back in
times of slavery and when the civil war movement was happening, our
leaders then went through so much.

mm
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By Amika Fletcher
Obsidian Staff Writer
"A Day On, Not a Day Off,"
was the theme of the day, January
16th, which is nationally known as
Martin Luther King Jr. Day. While
reports show that only 23 percent of
the American population celebrates
MLK Day, students here at Bowling
Green State University set out to not
have this be the-local statistic. Flyers
went out and posters went up all
over campus encouraging student's
participation in some type of service
event or even to just take the day to
celebrate.
Three of Toledo's Project
Excellence participants, all male,
were brought to Bowling Green
State University by the Black
Student Union (BSU) to honor
Dr. King in speech at BSU's MLK
Celebration.
As the guests arrived to the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration
they were greeted with the sweet
sound of the saxophone played by
fieshman, Timothy Hall.
Amongst those in attendance
at this event were students of
many races, ethnicities, and ages.
However, many different colors were
in the place, there was one thing
that was totally black and white for
all of the students, and that was the
purpose for which they came. With
the majority of the students dressed
in business casual attire and ready
to pay tribute to the great leader,
the program would begin with a
welcome from Tawana Jackson,
President of BSU.
To warm up the audience and
set the tone, BSU members and
MLK committee members, Ashley
Little and Randy Wimbley led a
game in which the guests had to
unscramble a group of letters which
spelled a word that pertained to
the life of Dr. King. There were five
words to be unscrambled. Once
each word was unscrambled a
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A DAY ON, NOT A DAY OFF
power point slide was displayed to
explain the relevance and significance of the word to Dr. King's
life. One of the five words to be
unscrambled was the name Michael.
Michael was the name given to Dr.
King at birth by his mother, and
was later to Martin. Following this
presentation of facts on Dr. King's
life the group, "Harmony and Soul,"
featuring Breyana Lowe, Rio Green,
and Leah Shaw rendered two selections. As they sang the encouraging
words "Go Tell it on the Mountain,"
the words of Dr. King, "I have a
Dream," echoed in the minds of
many students. Surely Dr. King was
a man who was not afraid to go and
proclaim his dream to the world, so
why shouldn't we do the same?
"I could vaguely remember
the content of his speech beyond
the first line, but yet my spirit
was moved," freshman, Alexandra
Lampe said.
Finally the three young men
approached the podium, and starting from the youngest and ending
with the oldest began to recite in
its entirety the famous "I Have A
Dream" speech delivered by Dr.
King in Washington, DC. On August
28th of 1963. The three young men,
even the youngest, barely stumbled
over a single word. Each of them
spoke without fear as if he was Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. himself,
For many of the people in
attendance the words delivered by
the young men were a reminder of
the purpose of the struggle endured
by Dr. King and others. For others
they were a reflection of their own
dreams.

The program was more than
just a time to celebrate the Life and
Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., but it was a time for students of
all walks of life to come together in
acknowledgement of the still living
dream.

could vaguely remember
fheconfenf of his speech
beyond the first line, but yet
my spirit was moved
- Alexandra Lampe-
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REDUCE STRESS
a MANAGE YOUR TIME
By Justin Rutledge
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Exams and the holidays can
put any person on edge- let alone
a college student who is probably
low on funds and worrying about
balancing a job with their activities
on campus. With all these responsibilities building up, it is no surprise
that stress and how to deal with it
is a large issue. Different sources
suggest a variety of ways to relieve
the effects of stress on the body
aw) mind.
Some universal tactics of
physically reducing stress are
taking deep breaths to calm you
down. This action slows your heart
rate and makes your breathing less
shallow and quick, which are signs
of stress building up. Deep breathing also means you need to slow
down mentally, putting you mind
into every inhalation.
Giving your brain this "time
off" will normally aid you in finding the answer to a problem or
enable you to see a problem in a
new light. Performing exercises
that relax muscles and reduce
muscle tension or merely exercising
regularly are also effective ways of
reducing stress. Healthy.net says
that expressing and repressing
certain emotions cause muscles
to tighten. Certain exercises that
loosen the muscles tend to allow
easier movement of oxygenated
blood and energy through the body.
This also results in letting lactic
acid and carbon dioxide go through
the muscles more quickly so the
oxygen-enriched blood can take
its place. Taking aggression out
on small inanimate objects- like a
pillow or a pop can- can also help
reduce built up stress. Punching
a pillow or kicking a pop can are
small actions that act as good ways
to reduce stress, assuming the
pillow is yours and the can doesn't
-™t anyone.

These are effective in getting
the stress out in a physical manner where nobody gets hurt. Often
people use this kind of technique
when someone they encounter is the cause of their stress.
Sometimes they will beat up the
pillow and scream at because they
would like to do that to a certain
person but can't. Kicking the can
is a way to deal with "having a bad
day" stress.
There are ways to mentally
reduce stress as well One website
suggests doing something for others. This selfless act will at least
take your mind off of what is bothering you, but this act will normally
just make you feel good about yourself and about what you've done.
The website also suggests not
worrying about things that aren't
certain, because what's the use of
worrying about rain if you don't see
any clouds in the sky? Take things
as they come and enjoy the day that
you have Making time for fun and
setting realistic goals are topics that
go hand in hand when talking about
stress. All work and no play will not
only make you dull but it will drive
your crazy. People tend to focus
their schedule around class, work,
and other obligations. This leaves
no leisure time to enjoy what are
supposed to be the best years of
your life Make time to enjoy your
stay in college.
Whether it's Country Night or
Halo with your neighbor fun is a
necessary part of a stress free life.
Setting unrealistic goals can be ten
times worse than merely working
too hard. If you try to do too much
college may seem like an impossible task when it's actually not. Take
a few classes at a time. If it takes
you longer to finish your major, the
so be it.

Employment
Opportunity!
T HE BGSU UPWARD BOUND PRO GRAM
The BGSU Upward Bound Program it a college preparatory program for HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS from Toledo, OH. We offer a six-week Summer Residential Learning Commmunity.
The Upward Bound Program is founded by the U.S. Department of Education.

JUNE 23-AUGUST 6.2006
Employment opportunity for an instructional staff member with the ability to move away
from the traditional lecture and paperwork, and lor all staff members with the enthusiasm
to create a more engaging and cooperative learning enviroment that challenges critical
thinking skills and promotes a confidence that one can be successful.

Classroom instructors
Description: Our learning community utilizes a "integrated curriculum" model for each course.
Each instructor will have the opportunity to create a course that combines their core area of
instruction with the content of one or more subject areas.The linked course should not offer the
memorization and recitation of isolated facts and figures, but emphasis meaningful concepts in
the subject areas and the connections between these concepts. Sample curriculum plans are
available for review in the Upward Bound Program office. Classes will have a combination of
students from grades 9-12.
Requirements: Bachelor's degree required in selected core areas of instruction. Instructor may
rpquest class period. Same class period each day - Monday through Friday. Non - residential
Salary: Salary S1200 per class
Morning Session Period one 9:15 -10:30 am

PeriodTwo 10:30-11:45 am

Afternoon Session: Period Three 2:15 - 3:30 pm
• Mathematics
• Science
• Foreign Language
• Composition
• Literature
• Tine Arts
• Social Studies

Period Four 3:30 - 4:45 pm

losidentiaiJUdM
Description: Must reside in campus housing with the students and supervise students during
Academic Assist sessions, meals and evening hours. Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
• Assuring all students adhere to the rules and regulations of the Upward Bound
Program and Bowling Green State University.
I
■ Assisting with classroom activities, if requested.
• Program travel and mentoring responsibilities.
• Coordinating and implementing student activities during the evening hours.
Requirements: Minimum sophomore classification. Cannont be enrolled in University classes
during employment period.
Salary: Single room, board and salary of $ 1500.

Application packets are available outside the Up
410 Saddlemire Student Services Building. Appl
MUST submit application with a transcript (official ex unofficial). Interviews will be
I :o Instructional staff applicants who submit a creative Intagrated cumulum
plants). All residential sa*f applicants will be interviewed.
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